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Strap on your chain

guns and get ready

for mayhem, marines!

We're loaded for bear

with full maps and in-

depth strategies for

the first 10 stages of

the best Doom of all.
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This month, we have

exclusive, complete
maps plus all the

tips and tricks you'll

need to keep from

becoming dino chow.
A dinosaur is bad

enough, but a dinosaur

with lasers? Get out!
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Power editors dive

into the muck at

Interplay and fish out

an ooey, gooey
interview with pro-

ducer Jeremy Airey.

Find out what all the

booger is about!



It’s springtime, and you know what that means—time to celebr

the season with generous servings of deli meats and cheeses!

What’s your favorite cheese? Could it be gouda, by chance? If it

tell us about your favorite gouda gaming experience. Pronto!

you could buy an NES with

one controller and at least

two games.

Jeff Cuslafson

Via the Internet

That's a very good idea! Did

you also know that for the

price of a real Lamborghini

you could buy about 800

copies of Lamborghini 64?

You'd save big bucks on gas

and parking, too! No, really!

Do the math! Oh, by the

way, did we mention the

phrase, "April Fool?"

Get These Spiders

off of Me!

I'm a long-time reader of

your magazine, but this is my
first time writing you. I know
many readers have asked this

already, but I'll ask it any-

way: Why am I not in Super

Mario 64? My brother, whom
I'll refer to as "Mario," told

me to meet him at the castle,

and when I got there, he was

nowhere in sight. I'm sick of

him hogging the spotlight.

We're supposed to be a

team, not unlike the Wright

Brothers, the Marx Brothers,

or Emilio Estevez and Charlie

Sheen. So why does Mario

get all the glory? Oh sure,

I'm in Mario Kart 64, but all

the characters got their

mugs to that game! Should I

confront "Mario?"

"Luigi" (not my real name)

Via Inter-office Mail

We are quite sorry for your

unfortunate familial strain,but

good manners dictate a

brotherly confrontation to be

Boxers or Briefs?

I've played Nintendo for

about as long as it's been in

America, and we're now
blessed with the N64, bring-

ing us Mario with virtually

limitless control. Yet under a

pile of dust, we see the old

NES. It is my favorite system.

Don't get me wrong—Super

Mario 64 has endless possi-

bilities and Super NES's Final

Fantasy III has the most

intriguing story of any game I

have ever known, but noth-

ing can compare to the cre-

ativity of the NES. NES

designers didn't have the 3-D

play control or CD sound, so

they needed a plot so thick

that players couldn't escape.

My advice to all of you is

this: dust off your old system

and relive your childhood.

For the price of an N64 game

a tad harsh. Sibling

rivalry calls for tact, Mr.

Luigi-Not-My-

Real-Name, so

lightly dance

about this matter

with the gos-

samer steps of a

ballerina. We pre-

scribe you, gentle

reader, to have a

civilized discus-

sion with "Mario,"

saving any embit-

terment or anger

for the Mario Kart

race track. As the

young ones are

inclined to say,

"Put the pedal onto

the metal, allowing

oneself to garnish

the roadways with

burning rubber."

Don’t Cry for Me,

Argentina

I'm involved in this Killer

Instinct fighting competition,

and I'm pretty good, but my
competitors always make fun

of my physique. In the locker

room they heckle, "Hey,

scrawny!" or "Hey, bony!" or

"Hey, scrawny-bony!"

Sometimes they say, "Hey,

skeleton-boy! Why don't

you go back to modeling

for second period biology

lab!" Anyway my question

is, if I'm invited to a dinner

party, how long do I have

to R.S.V.P.?

Spinal

Via the Skeleport

R.S.V.P. A.S.A.P., O.K.? And
as far as your physique goes,

Chris Pool’ Fort Worth. Texas

you might want to look into

getting muscle implants like

our writing staff has gotten.

This way, we appear to be in

shape, when in reality we're

actually undernourished, out-

of-shape weaklings who...

don't need. ..excercise. .

.

growing weak. ..getting

tired. ..must stay awake...

need help...can't feel legs...

why me talk like caveman?

You Got Your Chocolate

in My Peanut Butter

What is with the continual

printing of the letters that say

things such as, "I don't like

this so stop covering it," or

"Why do you spend so much

time hyping the Nintendo

64?" I personally don't care

for the Super NES that much,

but I would be upset if you

O NINTENDO POWER Background Art Chris Turnham • Camas, Washington
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stopped printing maps and

codes for it, because friends

of mine own the system.

My point is that I don't feel

those complaints are legiti-

mate grievances, and I think

you should stop printing let-

ters like that. Letters with

"put more... in" or "Where

did the comics go?" seem

fine to me, but it really burns

me up when someone says,

"I don't have/like the system

so stop printing stuff about

it." Your magazine is just

fine, but Player's Pulse is just

getting too darn negative.

Shaun Fogarty

Via America Online

You're right, David

Hasselhoff is a big interna-

tional superstar. But chang-

ing the name of the N64 to

the Hasselhoff 64? Actually it

does have a nice ring to it. If

only all these answers

weren't April Fools'jokes.

Don’t Touch My Bikini

As much as I love Easter, I

feel the tradition of hiding

Easter eggs must end. Not

only are hard-boiled eggs

high in cholesterol, but

they also tend to stink up

your backyard if you don't

find them. So parents, why
not buy your kids new
Nintendo Game Paks and

hide them around your yard

instead? No cholesterol,

they don't stink, and they're

just as yummy on salads,

too. Well, okay, two out of

three ain't bad.

The Easter Bunny

Easter Island

Two out of three ain't bad???

For your information, our

Game Paks will NOT stink

up your backyard! Oh, and

please write back with your

Nintendo salad recipe.

Y'know a little ranch dress-

ing really makes a piece of

plastic quite tasty.

Jazzercise Class Has

Been Rescheduled

for Tuesday

It is quite apparent what an

active and important role mar-

keting plays in the video game
industry. I have to wonder

what you are thinking when
marketing the N64 to elemen-

tary school gamers. You risk

alienating gamers 15 and up.

You should target older

gamers, because you'll also

target younger ones, since

the younger audi-

ence's perception of

"coolness" often

depends on what the

older, teenage audi-

ence thinks is cool.

Austin Hunt

Mandeville, LA

Your suggestion

inspired us to target

more teens with our

marketing, so tune in to

a very special episode

of "Friends" this week to

see Rachel and Ross set-

tle their lover's spat with

a couple of rounds of

Mortal Kombat.

Meanwhile, dim-witted

Joey forgets how to tie hi

shoes and is sent to the

hospital after mistaking his

N64 for a breakfast burrito.

Sassy Boy of the Month

I have been a subscriber for

over two and a half years

now, and I really enjoy your

magazine. As soon as it

arrives, I always flip to

Player's Pulse so I can look

at the cool envelope art. You

must have many to choose

from! How many do you

receive each month? What
do you look for when choos-

ing them for publication?

Kristy LaPorte

Ontario, Canada

We're no accountants, but

we guess we receive any-

where from about twelve

letters to 28 hundred-thou-

sand (give or take a letter

or two). As far as selecting

envelope art, we judge

them based on poise, per-

sonality, impromptu speak-

ing, community service,

and of course, the infamous

swimsuit competition.

“



What a race! After half a year on top of the N64 Power Charts, Super Mario has

finally been overtaken by...well, none other than Mario. No, not Mario Andretti, but

another demon on wheels—Mario and his racing pals from Mario Kart 64. Can they

' keep their speed, or will they run out of gas? It’s up to you, so keep on votin’!

b, but Mario Kart 64

zoomed by Super Mario 64 to take the

pole position on top of the Power
Charts. Meanwhile, Dash Rendar is

spinning his wheels in third place.

MARIO KART 64 NINTENDO
i ,1 4

SUPER MARIO 64 NINTENDO | i

'

7
STAR WARS:

SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE HIHUHDO 2 7

WAVE RACE 64 NINTENDO 4 7

CRUIS'N USA NINTENDO 5 4

KILLER INSTINCT GOLD NINTENDO « 5

WAYNE GRETZKY'S
3-D HOCKEY

MIDWAY 8 7

TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER ACCLAIM 10 7

PILOTWINGS 64 NINTENDO 7 7

MORTAL KOMBAT TRILOGY MIDWAY 9 3

DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 3:

DIXIE KONG'S DOUBLE TROUBLE

NINTENDO 1 6

THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:
A LINK TO THE PAST

NINTENDO 2 62

SUPER MARIO RPG NINTENDO 3 12

SUPER MARIO KART NINTENDO 7 48

FINAL FANTASY III SQUARC 8 28

CHRONO TRIGGER SQUARE 6 21

DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 2:
DIDDY’S KONG QUEST

NINTENDO 5 IS

TETRIS ATTACK NINTENDO 4 9

SUPER METROID NINTENDO 36

DONKEY KONG COUNTRY NINTENDO 9 30

THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:
LINK'S AWAKENING

NINTENDO 1 4S

DONKEY KONG LAND 2 NINTENDO 3 8

METROID II:

RETURN OF SAMUS
NINTENDO -- 64

TETRIS NINTENDO S3

DONKEY KONG LAND NINTENDO
:

2
\

Kong is King! The Donkey Kong trilogy

continues to dominate the Super NES
Power Charts. Mario Kart is chugging

along, though, riding the trail blazed by

the chart-topping Mario Kart 64.

<3
63

After falling off the Power Charts

last month, Metroid II: Return of

Samus returns with a strong third

place showing. It's no match for Link,

however, who's making a legendary

stay in the Game Boy top 5.

MOST WANTED

1. 64 DD (N64)

2. MARIO KART 64 (N64

)

3. LEGEND OF ZELDA 64 (N64)

4. NINTENDO 64

5. X-BAND MODEM (SUPER NES)

6. SUPER MARIO 64 (N64)

7. GAME BOY POCKET

8. STAR WARS: SHADOWS OF THE

EMPIRE (N64)

9. YOSHI'S ISLAND 64 (N64)

10. DRAGON QUEST VI

(SUPER FAMICOM)



LETTERS, CONTINUED...

Okay, enough with the April

Fools'jokes. From here on out,

everything is for real. We now

return you to our regular maga-

zine already in progress. .

.

Name That Tune

I received a video about the

Nintendo 64 system and have

watched it several times. On the

video there's some really cool

music, like at the start when

they get out of the car and also

during the Super Mario 64

demo. Is this music available on

CD? If it is, could you tell me

where I could find it?

Cameron Spencer

Houston, TX

You can get both songs from

Metropolitan Records on a CD
called "Assembly Line" by

Modern Industry. We checked

it out and Metropolitan Records

will offer it to Nintendo Power

readers at a special price if you

call 1-800-685-6976. You'll

also want to visit their web site

at httpY/www.metropolitan

records.com.

Kings of the Road
To celebrate the launch of Mario Kart 64, Nintendo of

America held its own race, with NOA President,

Minoru Arakawa and NOA Chairman, Howard

Lincoln racing real go-carts for charity at a makeshift

race track in NOA's parking lot. The five-lap Mario

Kart Invitational was tame, but switched to Battle

Mode when Team Donkey Kong's Howard started

playing bumper cars with Team Mario's Mr. Arakawa.

Howard took the lead from there, power sliding across

the finish line.

900 Line Rate Increase

Effective April 1st

Beginning April 1st. rates for Nintendo's

live game counseling service will increase

to S1.50 per minute ($2.00/min. in Canada)

when using the 900 number. To better

explain the reason for the increase, we
had NOA's Consumer Service Department

Director, Rob Thompson, answer some

common questions about the higher rate.

0: Why are you raising the rate?

A: Our goal has always been to charge

only what’s necessary to cover the costs

of operating the live service.However,

since starting the service in March '95,

costs have escalated much higher than

expected, so we've actually been spend-

ing significantly more money than the 900

numberhas taken in.

Q: But, certainly you don'tpay your coun-

selors $1.50per minute!

A: Of course not, but you'd he surprised

at the various expenses involved in run-

ning a live game counseling service.The

chart shows where the money goes.

Direct Labor' & Phone Company Costs

K Indirect Labor & Other (Administration,

Equipment etc.)

Employee Benefits

'Not all direct labor is time spent talking on

the phones. Only about 2/3 of direct labor is

actual talk time, the rest includes belween-call

tasks like logging call data into the computers

and training the counselors on new games.

tt: How do your services compare to

the competition?

A: First off, unlike our competitors, our

automatedgame info service,the Power

Line, is just a long-distance call. Sega'sand

Sony’s automated services, on the other

hand, are900 numbers. They thenuse

those profits to subsidize their live ser-

vices, while we still don't charge or profit

from the Power Line. The Power Line

receives around 50,000 callsaweek, and

since it’s more popularwith our customers,

we strive to maintain the service with min-

imal cost So, ifyou prefer to listen to pre-

recordedgame tips and info, you'll onlybe

charged fora long-distance call by your

phone company. Secondly, our new rates

are comparable to those of other live game

counseling services (Sega charges

$l50/min andSony $1.15/min).More impor-

tantly,we offer the highest quality service

and cover, by far, themost games—over

1,500 for all Nintendo systems

Q: Besides the Power Line, what other

less expensive options do you offer for

gaminghelp?

A: Of course Nintendo Power magazine,

Player's Guides,and our ever-expanding

web site are great ways to get dependable

info straight from the pros at Nintendo.

WRITE AWAY RIGHT AWAY!
NINTENDO POWER PLAYER'S PULSE

REDMOND, VIA 58073-3733

PHONE DIRECTORY

NINTENDO
POWER

SUBSCRIPTIONS,
SYSTEM SET-UP
ANO REPAIR

1-800-255-3700
(1-800-422-4281 TDD)

6 a.m-9 p.m. Pacific time,

Monday-Saturday

TALK TO
A GAME

COUNSELOR
1-900-288-0707

U.S. 95E per minute

(S1.50/min. starting April 1)

1-900-451-4400

(1-206-883-9714 TDD)
G a.m.-9 p.m. Pacific time,

Monday-Saturday

6 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday
Callers under age 18 need to obtain

parental permission to call.

1-206-885-7529
Prerecorded Game Tips
and Future Product

Information
News about recent releases and upcoming

games for all Nintendo systems.

Call for help on Super Mario 64, Killer

Instinct Gold, Star Wars: Shadows ol the

Empire. PilotWings 64, Turok Dinosaur

Hunter, Doom 64 and Mortal Kombat Trilogy

for the Nintendo 64. There's also h«

Super Mario game for the Super Nl

NES, Donkey Kong Land for the Gaa

any Zelda game, Donkey Kong Ci

and 3, EarthBound, Illusion of Gl

Super Metroid, Secret of Evermn

Trigger. Final Fantasy III, Super M
Breath of Fire I and II, Killer Instinr

Fighter Alpha 2, Super Punch Out, III

Kombat II. Mortal Kombat 3 and Ultimate

Mortal Kombat 3. This call may be long dis-

tance, so be sure to get permission from

whoever pays the phone bill before you call.

NINTENDO
POWER iS
ON-LINE

Internet: www.nintendo.com

E-mail: iiintendo@nintendo.com

BackgroundArt William Bolin • Sacramento, California



After months of testing and

tweaking, Blast Corps is being

unleashed on the gaming

public. The extra development

time paid off in improved

control and a more balanced

learning curve. Reviews of

earlier versions of the game
called it “interesting” and

“unique,” but some critics

wondered if the final game
would be fun. We can finally

answer that question with a

hearty, “Yes!”

TV^OT/h it
Mix one part action game with one part puz-

zler, toss in a dash of simulation and bake in

a development lab for a year or two. Serve it

^
all up on a bed of crisp, 3-D graphics and you

might come close to the recipe for Blast Corps. While

we still can't slot Blast Corps into any one game cate-

n say that it has finally struck a fine bal-

ance between challenge and playability, alternately

teasing and rewarding players just enough to keep

them coming back for more. The game's early stages

focus on using various high-tech

demolition vehicles to clear a safe cross-country path

for a runaway nuclear missile transport. While

knocking down and blowing up buildings can be a

lot of fun, it could get old pretty quickly, so later

stages add various physical and mental puzzles to

the ongoing mayhem to keep challenge and interest
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The partial map below shows just the

first few of the more than 50 stages.

The Demolition stages, in which you

must clear a path for the transport, will

be your main focus. The Training and

Bonus stages (marked by the smaller cir-

cles) will allow you to try new vehicles

and tactics. Completing certain

open up one or more new

stages on the World Map screen, and

available stages may be completed in

any order. You'll receive money and rank

points for each stage completed, but to

earn maximum points, you must fulfill

other tasks, like finding the scientists that

can disarm the transport's deadly cargo.

Access the various stages on the World
Map screen. If the crisis on Earth is

averted, you'll be sent to other planets!

Clear a path to this semi in each
Demolition stage. The stage will

end when the transport reaches it.

Secondary tasks include finding

Communication Points, survivors,

scientists and more.

the task at

hand.

LsiMi^£2Zi
The Blast Corps vehicles

xClRy range from the mun-

dane (the Backlash dump
truck) to the flashy (the mis-

sile-equipped Ballista cycle) to the

downright bizarre (the one-armed

Thunderfist robot). As you progress

through the game, you'll have to

complete ever more complex tasks

using the vehicles and items you find

in the stages. For example, in one

stage, you'll have to first use the
"

Ramdozer bulldozer to push explo- 1

sives onto a platform then take control

a crane and drop the explosives onto a bridge.

It won't all be just running into things!

NINTENDO

64



The map below shows the sixteen

stages on the Easy level. We'll

explore the Demolition stages (num-

bered 1, 5, 6, 7 and 8) on the following

pages, but first, we'll take a quick peek at the

Training and Bonus stages. Stages 2 through 4

are the Training stages on this level, and you'll

be required to pass a "driver's test" with

one of your vehicles before you can

move on to the Demolition stage that

features that vehicle. All the Demolition

and Training stages must be completed

to open up the entire Medium level. The

Bonus stages, identified by the letters A

through H, aren't necessary to fulfilling

your primary mission, but they do go

beyond the training exercise to offer

interesting challenges, such as completing

time trials around unusual race courses or

racking up a certain amount of damage

within a time limit. In addition, you often

have your choice of vehicles in the

Bonus stages, and the rank points you

earn do count toward your promotions.

BONUS STAGES
Complete four laps on

country road in under

3:30 (3 minutes and 30

seconds). Blast the

buildings near the

bridges for a sneaky

shortcut

jg The challenge here

is to rack up one mil-

lion dollars worth of

damage in under

2:30. The Ramdozer

is your best choice

for causing chaos.

I The Skyfall dune buggy

I has a good chance of

I completing four laps

I around this urban track

|
turbo boost!

The missile-equipped

Ballista cycle is your

best bet here. Destroy

all six gas tanks in under

1:00 to walk away with

a medal and a few rank

points.

—
”1 Almost any vehicle will

be able to navigate

around this construc-

tion site with ease.

Completing four laps in

under 1:12 shouldn't be

much trouble.

Use the Ramdozer to
find 85 Radiation

Dispersal Units (RDUs,

the lights that flash as

you go by) in under 1:20.

This is much tougher

than it sounds!

TRAINING STAGES
As you progress through the game,

more vehicles will become available.

The Training stages will allow you to mas-

ter your new machines without risking a

nuclear holocaust. You may find a vehicle in

a Demolition stage before you come across its

Training stage, but that vehicle will not be

required to finish that stage. If you can't suc-

ceed in the Training stages, you definitely

won't survive in the Demolition stages!

The unusual Sideswipe vehicle

is armed with side-mounted
battering rams. Collect the

battery packs to power the

rams and destroy all the build-

ings in under 1:00.

The giant J-Bomb robot has

the ability to stomp on build-

ings from the air. The object

here is to demolish all the

buildings in the stage in under

5:00. No problemo!

The Backlash dump truck may
be the most finicky vehicle in

the whole game, Use the

truck's sliding ability to side-

swipe all the buildings in the

stage in under 6:00.



, IT'S CLOBBERING TIME!

The Ramdozer has a lot more power than

your average bulldozer, and it will make

quick work of one- or two-story buildings.

You'll see in later stages that

taller buildings will give the

Hr Ramdozer pause, but to topple

them, you'll be able to use the

vehicle's wide blade to push

blocks of TNT around.

There's some TNT in this

stage, so you might want to

take some time to practice.

Maneuvering the blocks

can be pretty tricky!

As.with all the Demolition stages, you'll proba-

bly' have just-, enough time to clear a path

through Simian Acres before the carrier comes

to town. To complete the secondary tasks, you

can always reenter the stage later. The sec-

ondary tasks include destroying all buildings,

rescuing survivors (demolishing buildings to

release them) and finding any RDUs,

Communication Points and scientists. The chart

above shows the number of buildings, sur-

vivors, Communication Points and scientists in

Simian Acres. Good hunting!

Flashing arrows will point

out the buildings and

obstacles directly in the

transport's path.

Use the C Buttons to get a

different perspective on
things. Press Start to

pause the action.

If the path is clear, you can
end the stage early. Press

Z to exit your vehicle and

then enter the semi.

® RIDE THE RAILS
In later stages, you'll need to switch vehicles to accom-
plish tasks, but here, it's just for fun. Press Z to exit

your 'dozer. Enter the train and move it forward until ther
flatbed car is next to the ramps. Exit the train, walk up the

ramp and enter the hot rod for a quick joyride. Yeehah!

<§>

BLAST SEQUENCE
The dotted line on the map shows the transport's path through

town. Concentrate on the buildings that are directly in that path.

Other buildings can be dealt with later. Note: Besides cleaning up

radiation leaking from the transport, the RDUs often serve as sign-

posts, pointing out the main path or indicating hidden features in a stage.

NINTENDO

64
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TOVVERS
There may be few buildings and even fewer sur-

vivors in the Argent Towers neighborhood, but

there are lots of secrets to be exposed and extra

rank points to collect! The main part of the stage

contains just a single line of buildings to bring

down. They are tougher than the simple struc-

tures of Simian Acres, but the Backlash dump

truck will be up to the task. You'll find your first

two Communication Points which, when acti-

vated, will allow you to access special Training

stages on the World Map screen. Touch the

points to activate them.

BLAST SEQUENCE
Use the Backlash to bash and batter a path down the main street.

The transport will begin the stage much closer to the first line of

r buildings, so you'll have to be quick. If a building does not have

arrows pointing toward it, ignore it for now.

If you do it just right, the Run over the stones to

sideswipe technique can bounce the Backlash ----- - -

bring down whole build- around. This will give your the center of your

ings with one blow. hits more "oomph." tarnet.

(g) UNDERGROUND SECRET
After the transport passes, reenter the stage and head to point

A on the map. Push the block aside then switch to the Ramdozer.

r push the TNT to the door to open it. Take the train up about three

screens. Walk left to the car. Search the maze to find a scientist! DEVASTATING DOUGHNUTS
The most effective tactic for the Backlash is to sideswipe

obstacles. Press A to accelerate.

<$>,

Bmore secrets
After you speak to the scientist,

go back to the train and take it to

’ the end of the line. Switch to the

Ballista and head down and right. Use



HAVOC — :-d
:

Here's another stage that features quite
LJ 4

secondary tasks and mystifying secrets. r%r%
Although these features won't affect .Tjj Iam 2
your primary mission of clearing a path

for the transport, they will give you a t JQ
good idea of the kinds of hidden bonus- ^ Ml 0
es and puzzles you'll find throughout the game. Hghy
You should fake these lessons to heart. In the Hlfj

later stages, you'll have to uncover even more Hap!':

cleverly disguised secrets to complete your pri- !?

mary mission, and you won't have the luxury of

time then!
I

BLAST SEQUENCE
You'll begin the stage behind the wheel of the armoredS Skyfall dune buggy. You won't have trained with it before

this, but don't worry. Follow the RDUs over the bridge and

the hill until you reach the J-Bomb. Switch vehicles and use the

high-flying robot to clear the path ahead of the carrier. When
you've finished, you'll still have time to activate the Communication
Points. The point on the right side of the stage is on a mountainside

ledge. Let yourjets recharge fully before you try to reach it.

The Skyfall buggy has no You can just skim over A well-placed stomp can
chance of completing the small objects to destroy destroy entire buildings,

mission. Use it to get to them, but big buildings will but you have to hit just

your real ride! require more force. the right spot.

Only the J-Bomb can

X, l/ reach the silver

spheres floating over the~
bay. We haven't identified

these objects or their pur-

pose, but they're worth $5,000

each in demolition fees! There's

also one hidden under the bridge,

near the ship. Speaking of the

ship, the Ballista is the only vehi-

SILVER UFOS

B SECRET SANCTUARY
To find the vintage car, fly the J-Bomb to the upper left

corner of the stage to a hole in the cliff above the

seashore. Follow the tunnel to an undersea chamber. You

can switch to the car and follow another tunnel back to dry

land. You must do this if you want to find all the RDUs.

NINTENDO
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used to the cycle's sensitive steering and

small turn radius.

As you may have

BUHB9HHI guessed, the

••
| •"'i ship and the

i groups of crates

~ih ~ count towards

the total number

;

of structures in a

stage.

CAHBCK
Most of the structures around Carrick Point are

long, low storage sheds, a seemingly ideal set-

ting for the Sideswipe vehicle. If you really want

to insure your success, however, we recom-

mend using the Thunderfist robot instead. The

Thunderfist can destroy entire city blocks with

just one of its acrobatic roll attacks, putting the

poor Sideswipe to shame. Of course, if you want

a real challenge, you can still opt to go with the

default vehicle. If you do, be sure to collect lots

of blue battery packs as you advance through

the stage.

BLAST SEQUENCE
To take the easy way out in this stage, drive the Sideswipe up

w and right around the port to the Thunderfist. Switch vehicles

-r anij make your way quickly down and left to clear the storage

sheds off the bridge. Now make your way to the semi and the goal.

You'll start off behind the The Thunderfist will make The Thunderfist

carrier this time. Head short work of this stage. needs a step or

around the right side of Press A or B while moving two of clearance tc

the port. to execute an attack. start an attack.

g) BALUSTA BLOWOUT
The only task you will want to use the Ballista for here is to sink

| ASSAULT & BATTERY
The main disadvantage of the Sideswipe is

that its battering rams require new batteries con-

stantly. The battery packs are good for only ten hits each.

You won't have a choice but

-C to use the Sideswipe in some

^
I

of the later stages, so you'd

better practice now.



HLA5TC0RPS

1 1 wvnr«i rriu wk unvit viv mvitk
Like the troopers they are, the Blast Corps will be back next

month for more explosive excitement. We'll blow the lid off of

more stages, secrets and exclusive strategies!

ACROBATIC ANTICS
Press A while moving to send the

Cyclone Suit into an acrobatic tumble.

While this attack is very powerful, it's

also impossible to control once

you've unleashed it, so aim careful-

ly. Try to line up several targets in

a row and make sure the trans-

port is somewhere far away!

The Blackridge Works stage brings you full cii

cle, putting you back in the driver's seat of the

Ramdozer. You'll begin behind the transport,

but you'll have plenty of time to clear the path.

In fact, you'll discover that you can often get

away with destroying only part of a building

instead of the whole thing. The transport isn'

all that wide, and if you follow the dotted line

on the map, you'll see that you could probably

leave the far right sides of the first two

buildings and the left-most smokestack

intact, if you're pressed for time.

2JI:

BLAST SEQUENCE

mThe transport will run in a perfect-

ly straight line from the start to

the goal at the Blast Corps

semi, and so should you. Just

power down the street and make
your own road through the factory!

V Tl

| THE CYCLONE
SUIT

The Ramdozer will be more than

enough to take care of this stage, but you

can try the acrobatic Cyclone Suit on for

size. The suit is in plain sight on the right

side of the stage. Once tne transport is

safely on its way,
strap in and use it to

trash the rest of the

factory complex and

If you have only a little Using these stones as

time, just clear out the ramps will add lots of

parts of this building right power to your ramming

next to the pond. attacks.

ondary tasks. Most
of the Blackridge

Works survivors are

in the upper left

buildings, and you'll

find a good number
of RDUs in the

vicinity as well.

NINTENDO
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'• eports filtered in

I months. Subversive

elements at Interplay

were at work once

a Clayfighter game, only this

it was going to be for the N64.

At Nintendo Power, we grew con-

cerned. The original

Clayfighter games par-

odied serious fighters.

They poked fun, they

teased, they taunted.

We wondered if there

is a hidden agenda? A
conspiracy? Did they

secretly want to destroy

the very fabric of fighting games in our soci-

ety? We had to get to the bottom of the mys-

tery, to protect gamers everywhere. We
began our investigation by plugging

in the alpha

I version of

’ Clayfighter

>3'/
3 we had re-

ceived from Interplay, we then

questioned the game's leading conspirator,

Jeremy Airey. Here's what he had to say.

Power: Does anybody get what Clayfighter is all

about

?

(Jeremy worked on

all the past Clayfighter

games and is the

world's leading expert on

clay combat, sometimes

referred to as clayplaylion.

is a gamer and pro-

grammer who got his start

i the quality assurance

department at Interplay. You would

think he would know better.)

Airey: Sure, I

think people get

it. But we
learned in the

first Clayfighter

games that people

didn't just want the

parody. They

wanted a solid

fighting engine,
1

too. It's the

same with other

games, like Mortal

Kombat. The shock value of blood flying

• everywhere wears off.

Power: So, are you suggesting that there is

to fighting games than copious

amounts ofspilled bodily fluids

?

t.-' Airey: Yes, buckets of blood and

8ore Set boring after awhile. We
make a game that stays fresh.

Power: Ah, but isn't it true that Boogerman

appears in your

game? Ho
fresh is that?

Airey: It's

true that

Boogerman stinks. But it's a fresh sort of

grossness. We think this sort of thing works

better than gore because each character has

something unique and funny to show. Actually,

we love the other fighting

games. We borrowed the best



i all the combos we've included.

• Combos. Stupid Combos.

Retarded Combos. 2,000 hit combos.

And the animation is great. In one

case, you even have a kitchen sink

drop on your opponent's head. Of

course, that only happens

after everything else has

dropped on him. Get it?

Power: Yeah, we get

it. It's a clever ruse

to deceive fighting

fans with familiar

gags. Before you

know it, Kl andMK
players will aban-

don the arcades to

hang out in stand

up comedy clubs.

Well, not on our

watch, mister.

Airey: You've got it all wrong. Clayfighter 63 '/
3 is

not just about the humor. It's a strong fighting

game that just happens to use slapstick rather than

drama as the visual medium. Let's talk

about the engine.

Power: Okay, let's. You're using

3-D backgrounds in the game.

which suggests to us that

you don't think 2-D is

good enough. Well, it was

good enough for Street

Fighter II.

Airey: Things change,

you know. Kl Gold had a limit-

ed form of 3-D

backgrounds.

We just took

a step fur-

ther. In Clayfighter, each player can control the

camera, moving the viewpoint around the com-

batants. Since there are all sorts of objects in each

area, we put bounding boxes around the charac-

ters to control the locations of the camera. The

result is that you always have

good view of the action.

In some cases, you

might even look

through objects that

become transparent. But

the most unique part of the

game is what we call the breakthroughs.

Power: So you're claiming that these break-

throughs are a breakthrough

1

Airey: What's

new is that each

of the areas in

the game has as

many as four

breakthroughs.

What happens is

that if you're in

the right spot,

you can force a

breakthrough by

using a designat-

ed move on your opponent and knock him

through a wall or door. At the moment of the

breakthrough, an animated sequence begins. The

view switches to the new room and you see the

hit character you hil come flying into the room

with pieces of wood or whatever he crashed

through. Then your character comes leaping after

him. Each of the areas will have active objects in

the room, as well as things that you can smash.

Power: We suppose that might be fun, ifyou like

smashing innocent objects. So, what are some of

these areas

?

Airey: Well, there's

Boogerhenge for

one. It's sort of

like the Stone-

henge scene

in Kl.

Power: "Sacrilege!"

Airey: Calm down,

it's a compliment.

Another area is a

toilet bowl where

you fight on the

rim, trying to knock

the other guy in.

There's even an

area that might

remind you of

Disneyland. You know, with a room

that stretches like that room in the



animation sequences. Boogerman —
finishes opponents off with snot and

Sumo Santa drops a giant stocking

over their heads. My favorite is ¥*"@**8$

the Zappa Yow Yow Boyz. BTjB^
j

When you do one of their

Claytalities, they surround the y.

opponent, throw him to the m /
ground, then run around pok-

ing him and jumping on him until

they carry him off on their shoulders ^Hi
to a giant soup pot and throw him in,

stir him up, then pop the lid on. Talk

about a finisher.

i Power: So, you're _

JL advocating cannibalism gK in your game.

W Airey: Not at all. The char- ^ 4

W acters are all made of non-

R nutritious clay.

Power: Are they indeed?*
-s^v •»,. Airey: It's like this. After we

decide on a character and

L. | sketch it out, we have

these sculptures made

^ WWf called maquettes at a

company called Danger

Productions. Great name.

Then plaster molds like

dentists

are

figure ^fl

created of Hay-
fN clay and BR*)'* ^ /S

b.'^

|

V)
foam or vviie -

’
lj . H We also have

liVy-Kbw an armature

* built with ball

sockets so that we can

move the parts around ^jCprjH>
during filming.

Power: You film them ? '

Doing what

?

Haunted Mansion, and another area with really

cheesy animatronic pirates.

Power: So, you're

fV v- Ofe

mockery of a lighting

jMpki||Ba^S game, as

Aii : v <"»i • i* •

Hut there .lie l:\e hid-

iz den characters in

addition to the regu-

lar twelve, plus lots of cameo appearances.

You're going to be pretty surprised by

some of them,

**V Speaking of Hk
J Disney, we

/ used a Disney

sound direc- 4

tor when we recorded the
f_

*>,

the

included

Rob Paulson of Pinkie

and the Brain, Frank

Welker from The Lion fl
King and Dan

Castellaneta who is the

voice of Homer Simpson.

Power: You call that talent? :-Bf
Airey: Yes.

Power: Okay, we'll grant you that.

But what do they say? jnMo/k
Airey: That's the best part. Instead

of just calling out moves when

they happen, our characters taunt -Oj-jB* X^b£r

each other during a fight. Then, V£jB''~A_

y.OtA'T

voice

they're hit, they com

s' 3s)B plain and yell. We’ve

included 30 to 40 dif-

ferent voice lines for

every character.

i

Power: I h m
*“

j

B game <- u-.il V '

' fighting game, as\

m you claim, you'd better have lots of

X special moves.

"tttAnAW- J
Airey: You're right. We have

IM| |
tons of moves. I already men-

tioned the combos, but we wanted

to include Claytalities, as well. In MK, the big

thing about the fatalities is to see how many body

parts you can sever. Instead of that, we use funny

SJn'wSs k* S

t^nplwlt«w«r*^Airey: Moves from the CgB
game. Danger uses stop-motion pho-

tography with backlighting to form

a character with a nice outline.

That makes it easier when we dig-

itize the animation. We direct Danger in the

filming of all the regular —

|

sorts of
’ftJk ffliWimoves,



I

l

»ON"t VOV

fvVy vwwUP

Claytalities and other "alities" per

character, all the combos, break-

i ' y/j throughs and special animations.^|£ Then, once we have the

•A \ A digitized animation in-

house, we go to work

Ifefc wit *1 our sPecia l script-

ing tools that let us put

sound, animation and triggers

together for each of the fighters.

We can design a fighter's complete

. array of moves in a matter of days.

|

Power: And I suppose you're

s/v proud of that.

wrmKFSiTT Y Airey: Very
9 JlA£\ 1 A proud. We're

pretty proud of our

H chunks, too.

Power: Hey. this is a

respectable magazine.

,ni ml u"
~ ' ~ •*' V Airey: Chunks are the

bits of clay that fly off a

fglsflE&Wi character when it's hit.

Other games use a

spattering of blood or

impact stars. But since

Clayfighter is 3-D, the chunks are thrown off into

3-D space—some of them actually seem to fly out

toward you. We're also using spillits, which are

items that spill out when a fighter gets thrown.

When Houngan gets thrown, for instance,

chicken bones

&ws«ga»B)

Power: Sounds like a cover-up.

Airey: There are supposed to be lots of surprises.

Secret characters and stuff like that weird guy

who appears at

the bottom of the

screen

One wav to

access special Kg
things

i
.

: /f - In- •... VSgjj

using a pattern

and, in some cases, rewards you with a secret.

For instance, maybe the Lost Vikings will stumble

into the game.

Power: The Lost Vikings! We love those hairy

guys. Okay, then, if this game is really on the up-

and-up, when can we play it?

Airey: It should be released by June, that is if we
take enough time off from playing Mario Kart 64

to finish it. The entire development team:

Brian Mclnerny, Eric Hart, Rodney Relosa, Kirk

Tome, Didier Malenfant and I spend every night

in Kart battle mode.

Power: Well, that changes every-

thing. Thanks very

much for your time,

Jeremy. You're
j

okay in our book. /
irssvf. v.*®

• or the '
'

1

k benefit of our readers,

B would just like to add

9 Clayfighter 63'/
3 looks terrific

irly stage.

60 frames per sec

ond and have H
more variety than < i

any other N64
fighting game to

date. It may mean
the end of civi-

lization as we
know it, but at

least we'll have fun going down.

Power: So, what does Boogerman

spill

?

Airey: You don't want to know./in cy. i uu usin i vvanu is/ ivus/vv.



Weapons

Items

"What the !@#%* is this!?” you

exclaim as you pick up the ominous-

looking rifle. It's the new weapon
exclusive to Doom 64, it's wrapped in

flesh, and it unleashes searing beams

of lasers.

Ss,.

I

In the beginning,

your fists and pistol

are your only defenses, but strewn throughout the demons' lairs, you'll find

more powerful and specialized weapons. The Super Shotgun's the most reli-

able weapon, since it packs a powerful blow at close
^

•
. ...

range, and spreads its damage out over long distances.

Rockets are also good for long-distance fighting, but if

your target's too close, you'll be damaged by the blast.

The BFG 9000 is the meanest of your arsenal—it takes a

while to charge up, but it launches a wave of mutilation

across the entire screen.

Doom 64 want to take you down, so you'll thank the

heavens for the helpful items hidden in the domain.

Security Armor is worth 100 points of shielding

power, and Combat Armor is worth 200 points.

—l Medkits, Stimpacks, Potions, and Soul Spheres

keep you healthy. The Blur Artifact cloaks your

presence. Spiritual Armor protects you magical-

ly, while the Megasphere magically boosts both

your health and protection. The ultimate item,

however, is the Invulnerability Artifact, which

grants you temporary invincibility to fearlessly

1

go head-to-head with any demon.

Items

1 V
Security
Firmer

Spiritual^ flrmor

v.
Combat
Flrmor

fir, Blur
-' Rrtifact

+ TTIedkit or
Stimpack

Soul
Spheres

u Health
Potion

Invulnerability fl

Rrtifact

In Smitches niegasphere I

NINTENDO POWER
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A few hits from the Hell Knight's fireballs

will turn you to marine dust. Counterstrike

with your Rockets or Super Shotgun. If you

hit him three times, he's out.

Doom 64 is filled to

the brimstone with mon-

- . : . . sters, but your Super Shotgun should take care of

them. Zombies and Imps are great targets for

your Super Shotgun, and if you line them up, you

can shoot through two or three with one sho'

The hovering Cacodemons freeze whenever

you hit them, so use a quick-loading weapon

. Sfejs to ground them before they spit fireballs at

. _ ,
you. Lost Souls are fast, and your rapid-fire

Chaingun makes the perfect foil. Save your

ammo on the Bull Demons and Spectres,

though; they can attack only at point blank

range, so shred them with your Chain Saw.

Life after Doom? midway throws

you out of the frying pan straight

into the fiery depths of Doom

BM, a ghastly netherworld of

ouer 30 new leuels festering

with reuamped demons and

weapons. Vou're a marine bent

on stopping Rrmageddon, and

luckily for you, we're your guid-

ing light for the first ten leuels.

at you, sidestep the attack by strafing left or right. Hold down the left or right &

strafe button and tap the Control Stick in the opposite direction to walk in a *
^

circle, facing the center. Use this move in arenas or big rooms to
^ A V

keep enemies spinning in place in the center of the

area. Whenever the demons turn to face you,

you'll be arcing away from them, while keep-

ing them in your crosshairs. Strafe around cor-

hard to simultaneously fire and strafe using the

Controller default setup, so reconfigure strafe left

and right to the C buttons or A and B buttons.



A With Chain Saw revving, flip thew Switch on the wall west of Area 4.

Quickly spin around to shred the oncom-
ing herd of Bull Demons, then trip the

^ Switch in the east comer of Area 4

'X - to open Area 5.

¥ A The floor lowers you to

a Secret Area.

^ Revitalize there and

1\ consult the computer
..
* 3 on the north wall.

A Zombies greet you with
Shotgun fire as soon as you

enter Area 1, so arm your pis-

tol or shotgun, then open theW northeast vent to get the

Security Armor. As soon as

you board the conveyer belt,

il'll shoot east at the soldiers
' ' who appear in the alcove.

Tread north on the conveyer belt and

glide to the Switch on the north wall.

Flip it to reveal the northwest Secret

Area housing the Chain Saw. • More Bull Demons
lurk inside Area 6,

m so keep your Chain

i Saw fired up. Stock

) up on the Armor
Bonuses behind the

northern partition, then

arm yourself for the Imp

guarding the Exit behind

the east door.

™ Area 2, take the third left ti

claim the Blue Key. Flip the

Switch to open the Secret
» Area by the blue arrow on

_ the map. Hurry to the area t

fijrfS get the Berserk, then

'Jjj
head to the west side of

Area 2. Many of Dooms
Secret Areas will look out of

place to a keen marine. The yel-

low arrow points to the wall with

a pattern that's slightly different

from the other walls. Activate the

wall to find the Mega Armor.

Use the Blue Key

to enter Room 3.

Zombies patrol

the area, including some in the cells.

Stand on the platform facing the east

side of the pillar. Jump inside and hit

the Switch, then run to the elevator

in the northwest corner of the room.

A Supercharge is on the top level,

and on the bottom is a warp that

teleports you to the Start.

The Terraformer A Grab the Chaingun by the west^ wall and work your itchy trigger

finger, because you'll soon be

rushed by demons. /T^Find the light at

the end of the tunnel by hitting

the Switch in Area 2. When the

lights turn on. Mega Armor will

appear in the center of the room
and soldiers will close in on you.

A Strap on the Backpack and flipw
the Switch in the center of the

room. The Blue Key will appear, but

every time you try to grab it, it'll tele-

port to one of the corner boxes. To

lower the box that the Key finally set-

tles on, hit the Switch in the east

alcove without computers in it. Then

run for the Key.

• Hit the

Switch in

the Red Area
just west of

Room 2. Then
proceed cau-

tiously through

the Area 6 hall-

way-trigger-

happy guards

occupy the cells.A In the hall with
spinning yellow

•' lights, touch the

north wall's west-
ernmost panel to open
the west area. Get the

Supercharge by the yel-

low arrow, jump
through the fence hole,

and get the Goggles by

the blue arrow.

A Drop to the lower

level and slowly pass

the flashing blue lights to

activate the pile-driving

ceiling. To keep from get-

ting pounded, run to the

yellow light. When you

get across, you'll find the

Red Key.

g NINTCNDO POWER



FTIain Engineering

Holding Rrea

IE
°J
i. _

If.*
1 End

The yellow

arrow points to

the only active

screen in the

room. Touch it

to open up the

i
MS

|

room behind

you. Try on the

suit of armour
hidden inside

and exit to

Level 4

•2ii

if



Tech Center

As soon as you open the door, demons
will close in on you from the south and

west. Blast them from outside the doorway

and strafe to sidestep their fireballs. Follow

the stairs to the southwest corner and enter

• Keep an eye (and a Chain

Saw) out for the transparent

I
,

• Spectres near the entrance.

Hrfg Shoot the oil drums by the

- -

3

east wall; the chain reaction

explosion will blow up the

A
south room Spectre. Blow

away the Lost Souls in the

south room and activate the

elevator. Ride it to the top

level and hit the Switch in the northern-

most cell to lower the Yellow Key in

Room 3. Jump off the north ledge, head

east, enter the large north room, and

trade gunfire with the Zombies.

The Imps in Area 1 arew eager to greet you

with fireballs, so introduce

them to your Shotgun. The
Imps also like to hide in the

north end of this area, so

strafe around the corner.

When the coast is clear, flip

the Switch to open door A.

(Si Doom's shrouded in darkness, so let^ the light be your guide. A square of

light shines on the floor in the center
'

of the room. Stand in it and shoot the

vent on the east wall. The floor will

elevate, raising you to the level of the

south vent. Shoot that vent to temporarily

lower the barrier blocking the

r— • /
Superclmrge. Get

• On the hard settings, a Baron of Hell

attacks you. Fire Rockets at him and use

the strafing technique to keep him in the

, . middle of the room. Don't let the Baron out

I S , |_B of the big room, or he'll back you into the
- * smaller rooms, leaving little space to

avoid his fireballs. After your battle, hit the

Switch in the small east room below and warp to

the Exit.

• Clear out the troop of

Zombies inside Room
5 and navigate through

the maze of chambers to

Room 6.

A One thing leads to” another, and one

Switch affects the

other. Flip the Switch

on the north wall to

unlock Room B. Enter

Room B with your guns

ready to bust the Lost

Souls. When the Souls

have lost to you, trip

Room Bs Switch to

open the west door

back in Room 6.

The shortest distance I™ points is a straight line. Heed these

words when trying to reach the teleporter

from the southeast warp Switch. The
Switch powers the warp for only a few

seconds, so quickly maneuver through the

center area to the teleporter. If you don't

bump into any walls, you'll reach the tele-

porter in time to warp to the room south-

east of Area 13.

A The center of the pile“ driver is hollow and

safe, and it has the Blue Key.

Its easy to get flattened, so

use your Map lor guidance.

When the block hits the

floor, switch to your Map and

move the triangle completely

inside the center square.

Lost Souls attack when you

get the Key, so use a gun that

won't kick you back into the

pile driver.

ment will make the ceiling blocks

pound up and down. Run quickly or

you'll get hung up in the trenches and

wind up flattened.

• Strafe around the

corner to nix the

_ Spectre. Open
the panel under

the vent by the

arrow. Follow the

stairs in the Secret

Area to the Armor.

A The Switch in 8 is easy to miss,

since your back's to it as you

enter. Shoot the soldier, turn around,

and then flip the Switch on the

northwest wall to free the Red Key

in Room 4. Head east from the plat-

Shoot the skulls guarding the

stockpiles of inventory. Activate

I

crate C to reveal the Switch by the

!
arrow. Flip the Switch so the north-

|

east crate will lower. Run to its

spot, and when
it lifts you up,

-
mosaic of

~~ cra,es an(* 9 ra *)m «he supplies on

strafe around

the corner to

surprise the

demon south

0 umimromu



Research Lab

DOOM 64

From Room A. clear out the demons stationed in the

stairwells and upper alcoves. As soon as the elevator

to Area 1 reaches the upper level, fire your Chaingun.

Hit the Switch at the end of the hall, then hit the

Switch in the center room. Quickly drop to the right of

the stairs and use them to shield yourself from the Hell

Knight that appears to the southeast. Grab the Key and

run to the yellow arrow. Shoot the Lost Souls in the
Secret Room and the soldiers in the adjacent room.
From the doorway, dash to the cell for the Megasphere.

When you enter, you'll drop to the Spectre-filled colise-

um floor, so motor up your Chain Saw. Skim along the

north wall to ascend the stairs. At the top. warp and

run west across the pillars to hit the Switch. Jump
from the west pillar to the northwest cell and flip the

Switch. Quickly run through the door ......
at the blue arrow. Follow the hall to \A\\
the Supercharge and hit the Switch.

Return to 3 for the Blue Key and Armor. X\\
With Shotgun ready, face the Hell > \ A\V
Knights behind the blue door in A.

Switch. Room 2's

Switch, and then

southeast As
Switch again. Then
hit As corner

Switches to form a

bridge to Area 3.

|§| The middle platform elevates when you“
stand on it, so avoid it until you've beaten

v

* the demons. Flip the Switch on the south

r'ifc wall to open the west door, then station
-3 yourself at the east doorway and launch

rockets into Area 4.

A Activate the north panel opposite the static-filled screen. The
Secret Area will open up, leading to the Imps' cells, which also

imprison a Rocket Launcher and Rockets. Station yourself in one of

the cells and clear out all the Imps.

i the platform and leap onto

e along the computers. The
points to an illusionary

e Computer Map behind it

Switch 3 briefly raises the barricade

blocking the Armor in Room A. Every sec-
ond counts, so quickly back up to the end
of the hall after hitting the Switch
instead of turning around. Using the map

| Ak You can t leave until

•J I ^ you defeat the Imp
and Hell Knight, so arm* yourself and fight from the

stairs. After you defeat

them, hit the southeast Switch and take the

west stairs to get the Red Key in Area C. Hit

the Red Switch
.

—
southeast of 7. >

and you'll open the -

Exit and summon a

Hell Knight.Grab the Blue Key and wait

for the wall to recede. The
Secret Area behind it hides

Supercharge.

• Watch your right side when
entering Yellow Area 9—the cell

_£ra| by the arrow contains a Zombie,
j-jpf* Descend the west stairs and
\ _[

2

collect the Armor Bonuses. The
halls of Area 8 are flooded with

radioactive waste, so walk along the

west ledge. Put on the Radiation

Protection located at the yellow arrow
and activate the Switches at the ends
of the hall.

mm£95 0



• A coven of Lost

Souls haunts the

Secret Area east of the

Chaingun. Flip the Switch

in the entryway and back

up. A Lost Soul will

attack you from the south

room, as more attack you

head-on. The Switch by

the yellow arrow opens

the exit.

A Prepare to be“ ambushed as you go

for the Chaingun at the end

of the hall. The floor drops

you down a level before

you can reach the gun, and

a soldier will blindside you

from both the east and

west. Here's hopin' you're

quick on the draw.

• Ready your guns,

because once you hit

the Start Switch, the room
will open up, and you'll be

center stage. An audience

of Zombies will shower you

with bullets. When the

fight's over, step on the

dim red light to lower the

elevator. A Shoot the Imp through

the window by the yel-

low arrow and hit the Switch

south of you to open the east

room. Two Imps will storm

out. but we'll take the sur-

prise from their attack by

representing their starting

points with the two squares

on the map. At the east wall,

A If you attack the Imps byw
chasing them down the ledge,

you're doomed to fall into the lava

below. Instead, stand in the yellow

doorway and lure the Imps toward

you. Once they're gone, a battal-

ion of Hell Knights will mount a

counterstrike, so stay in the

doorway and launch your

Rockets.

flip the Switch.

Go down the zig-zagging hall to the west to

enable the warp, then teleport to Area A.

Grab the Blue Key north of the warp and head

to the red stain at the white arrow. Open the

wall for the Armor, suit up, then warp back

to Area 5 to open the blue door.

giiirgniiiF

| idle! i

£& Power up with thew Supercharge, then prepare

; for a wrathful Hell Knight tc

materialize and challenge

you. Arm your Super

Shotgun instead of your Rocket

Launcher, because the confined

space forces you to fight at

close range.

• The Yellow Key sits on a

pedestal in the south room.

The two Switches are decoys.

To lower the Key, touch the

square yellow light on the

east wall of the hall.

• To reach 7, hit Switch B, warp from 5

to A, then run to the north platform-

elevator. Open the red door and lure the

Hell Knight to the foot of the stairs. Launch

Rockets at him from the top of the stairs.

Hit the Switch east of the 7, and look into

the west computer to see which pillar the

Plasma Gun rests on. Go to the south room

A Area 6 begins ’

as a maze. Hit

the Switch at the I

,

yellow arrow to make
the maze's walls |

recede and the Imps ~
attack. Flip the Switch at '

the blue arrow, shoot the _
responding Zombies, then arm

for the Baron of Hell, who'll bombard

you to pieces if your strafing isn’t perfect. Hit the

Switch at the south end of the exit hall to get the

Red Key. Keep your Rockets handy, though, because

a Hell Knight will ambush you.

pillar to lower it.

You have two
tries to lower

the Plasma Gun
pillar, so check
the computer for

guidance.



Even Simpler

The Bleeding

After visiting the

Secret Areas,
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MEMBER IDENTIFICATION #

a®*® -Imiis. Team, Pt. 2

players in order, from one end

of the line-up to the other. If

the cursor crosses over an

invisible player, he'll reappear.

If a player doesn't disappear,

just choose him again.

Advertising S Invisible Players
We have a slew of great codes for you this month, starting

with a couple of fun tricks for Wayne Gretzky's 3-D Hockey.

We know we've had hockey on the brain here at Classified

Information for a few months now, but who could blame us,

with all of the cool stuff we've received from Midway and

from fans! These Gretzky tricks came to us via the Nintendo

Power Source site on the World Wide Web. Thanks to all the

cyber surfers who sent these in!

Sneaky Fids ™
Press the Z Button on any non- I HOj

g
' I

gameplay menu screen (e.g., I “a" (I teamVst/ij
,

•

the Records menu screen). Isi"# ictlb J‘S sms o
You'll see a company logo -£ - -- f t

scroll across the bottom of T
the screen. Keep pressing Z to p

““l“
see other logos.

Can’t Catch Us!

Now exit the Replay screen

and get back to the action.

Abracadabra! Your whole

team will be doing their best

"Casper" impression!

Pireuiorks S Free Frog Coin
For a really spectacular victory celebration at the end of the

game, just buy a bunch of Fireworks in Moleville. The more

of them you buy (up to five), the bigger the show will be!

If green coinage is more to your liking, then head over to

the sandy whirlpools in the Land's End Desert. Jump on a

Shogun three times without touching the ground to receive

one Frog Coin!

Invisible Player

Pause the game during the

opening face-off and select

Replay. Press the L or R Button

to select a player. As the play-

er is flashing, press Z to make
him disappear!

Invis. Team, Pt. 1

Start with the same trick

shown above. After you press

Z, the cursor will jump back to

your Forward. Select another

player and press Z again.

Repeat until all your players

have faded out!

SEPiav

Bopping a Shogun three times

is difficult, but the payoff will

be worth it.

The more Fireworks you buy,

the better the show at the end

of the game.



Racket Jump and Ulushroom Castle Gargos's Special fTloues
At the start of a race, press the accelerator just before the Now that you know how to access Cargos, you could prob-

blue light comes on. You'll get a rocket-powered kick in the ably use his special moves. Next month, we'll have his

Kart! If you're at the back of the pack, press the R Button just Openers, Linkers, Pressure moves and more!

as the Rocket Boost kicks in. If you hop just before you hit

the Kart in front of you, you'll bounce wheels over heels past

the other Karts and into first place!

If you want to take a short break along the Royal

Raceway, follow the path between the hills on the right just

past the big jump. You can take a leisurely tour of the

Mushroom Castle grounds, the site of the awards ceremony

at the end of the game! Of course, you'll lose a lot of time,

so don't do this if you want to win the race. . .Clam Uppercut
(" The Claw Uppercut will keep

p
f ~

Forward and Fierce Punch to

Dash
You'll put your best shoulder

forward if you press Forward,

Down-Forward, Down, Down-
Back, Back and Medium or

Fierce Kick.

Pounce
Press Back, Down-Back,
Down, Down-Forward, For-

ward and Fierce Kick to give

your hapless opponent a suck-

Look! Up in the sky! Its a bird!

It's a Rocket Boosted Kart!

This will look very familiar to

Super Mario 64 fans.

Random Player Select
Here's a quick trick for Weaponlord experts. Press the L and

R Buttons and Start simultaneously on the Player Select

screen to select a fighter at random.

Spitfire

Change your "morning breath"

into "mourning breath" by
pressing Down, Down-
Forward, Forward and Quick

Ply/Rir Fireball

Take to the sky by holding Up-

Back or Up-Forward and press-

ing Fierce Punch. While jump-

ing or flying, press Down,
Down-Forward, Forward and
any Punch Button to unleash a

fiery blast.

This trick works in any game
mode.

You won't know who your

fighter is until the match

vT-cm ®3Ba-
fl5^a

M
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Babality and Fatality

If your opponent is attempting a Babality on you, here's a

way for you to retain at least a shred of your dignity in

defeat. Wait until your opponent has completed the Babality

controller sequence. Just before you turn into a baby, press

and hold High Punch, High Kick, Low Punch and Low Kick

simultaneously. If your timing is correct, you'll change the

Babality into a Fatality.

'Blassic Ghun-Li
Tor those World Warrior fans who have been waiting so

patiently for Street Fighter Alpha 2 codes, we finally have a

few choice selections for you. A note on the Classic Chun-Li

code: although Chun-Li will be wearing her original cos-

tume, she'll retain her Street Fighter Alpha 2 special moves,

combos and so on. The color of her uniform will depend on

which button or buttons you push. The Street Fighter series

hasn't been chock full of codes by any means, and we had to

dig down pretty deep for these babies!

Classic Chun-Li

To see Chun-Li in her classic

costume, first highlight her

face on the Character Select

screen. Hold Start and press

either one punch button, one

kick button or all three punch

or kick buttons. Voila!

You've been defeated, but

least you're going out in styl

Your timing must be exact for

this trick to work.

Field Stage
To access the Field Stage

shown in the demo, start a Vs.

game and select your charac-

ters. On the Stage Select

screen, highlight Sagat, hold

Start on both Controllers and

press any button.

Healing Trick

In Kirby Super Star, players gain abilities by inhaling certain

enemies and pressing A. If you press A again, you’ll create a

Helper with that ability. As your Helper fights, it will slowly

lose energy until it disappears. To restore your Helper to full

strength, first press A to turn it into an item. Inhale the item

and press A twice. Your Helper will reappear, good as new!

Fighting Fashion

Each World Warrior has at

least four changes of clothes.

To access ditferent uniforms in

the Vs. Mode, highlight your

character and press one punch

button, one kick button or any

two punch or kick buttons.

Buen fTlore Colors

Some warriors have even more

uniforms. Look closely when
choosing Manual or Automatic

combos. You might see a stan-

dard costume, or you might be

treated to a new pair of gloves

or a whole new color palette.

You can keep a favorite Helper

going indefinitely!
Don't wait too long before

healing your Helper.



NBM

Kooler Stuff (Tlenu

For even kooler options, press

Up, B, A, Left, Down and Y on

the Game Start screen. Quick
Finishes (i.e., One-Button
Fatalities), extra health and
extra damage will all be yours!

Shot Percentage
Hold Up on the Control Stick as

you enter the Match-Up
screen, then swirl it clock-

wise. the computer will dis-

play the odds of making a shot

in the space above the clock.

Rodman's Hair

The Bad Boy of the NBA needs
no introduction, but if a new
'do is in order, bring him up in

the Player Select window and

press Pass. There are eight

colors to choose from!

Hold Up on the Control Stick,

Turbo and Pass as you enter

the Match-Up screen. Look at

the size of those boys' noggins!

They're like oranges on tooth-

picks!

We don't know who Scott is,

but he's got the koolest stuff

of all! Press B, A, Down, Down,
Left, A, X, B. A, B and Y on the

Game Start screen. Try

Switcheroo and Dark Fighting

for a real challenge!

Experts, shmexperts! If you've got an awesome tip or a killer code, send it in!

We'll print your stuff alongside the pros' codes. So what are you waiting for?

Warm up your brain pans, crack your knuckles and press those buttons!

Clintendo Pouter
Classified Information
P.O. Box 97033
Redmond, UJR
98073-9733

To maximize your performance,

first press and hold Shoot as

you enter the Match-Up
screen. Continue to hold Shoot

and swirl the Control Stick

clockwise.

Big Heads Scott's Stuff

Pouter Special

To activate a two-player tour-

nament, first go to the Game
Start screen. Hold the L and R
buttons and press Start.

Caution: do not use Random
Select with this code, or your

game may freeze up.

Kool Stuff fTlenu

To access the Kool Stuff

options, press Right, Up, B, B,

A, Down, Up, B, Down, Up and B
on the Game Start screen.

You'll hear Kahn's laugh if you

enter the code correctly.

Tournament diode

IIU&tarMAfJOM

tr/ri/iE —*»

Kodes, Kodes and more Kodes!
You've probably seen these not-so-secret menus in MK3, but

that's no reason to let UMK3 players go without! (Besides,

the code sequences are new!)

Hairdresser to the flBR
If you're looking for big heads and big hair, this is the place!

The Shot Percentage code is finicky, so swirl the Control

Stick several times.



Once you defeat the three

guards in this area, thestone

pillars in the lava will'.,

appear, allowing you to
continue upward.

1. Pistol
r*- Level 2 Key
3. Level 0 Key
4. Auto Shotgun
5. Shotgun
6. Level S Key
7. Level 3 Keg §
8. Assault Rifle

9. Chronosceptnr Piece
lO. Level 3 Key
11. Level 3 Key
12. Exit to Huh Ruins

Tell Attack

After climbing the vine wall to the next level, you'll find

a quiver of Tek Arrows that equip immediately. Don’t

switch back to your guns since you'll need the arrows tc

blow up the Pur-lin, which is about to appear. When it

shows up, the Pur-lin comes
straight toward you. You have —
time enough to blast it with

two explosive Tek Arrows.

After you collect the Level 2 Key-nearby, a

Pur-lin will drops:dowh;just in front of the

vine wall. Did anybody say Tek Arrows?

Once you come out o'f the transport r

point B, you’ll liitthe switch to open

two remaining gafestTake the left © 1997 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc.

All Rights Reserved.

Last Month Power introduced you to the

biggest adventure to hit the N64. This

month, we’re giving you complete maps
to Turok. Re-creating the lands, com-
plete with elevation shading and items,

wasn’t easy. Marty Pappas, our cartographer,
hardly slept in weeks. Now it’s your turn.

I F ^ .
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rab them all.

[
Pick up a Level 3.Key.injth

nel and an assablt

Leaper-infestedip^id bef

taking the transporter.

In the maze, the game's

map mode doesn'tfunc-

tion. Watch out for .

Beetles and comtnan- ;

does down here. Pick up
a l evel 3 Key, the

Chronosceptor Pieced if
and lots of ammo and'

fieaith.

In the fort area

from every not

ly and sideste|

yqu're'^facingfp

if you collected all the keys in Level 1, you'll

be able to open the portals to Levels 2 and

3. First, save the game at the save point

behind the hub, then go to Level 2, You'll

get Level 4 Keys that you'll need later.More Pur-lin punishment
lies in store just before®

hub. Use yourTek A'r'r'mJys

as usual and sideste'pSut

of the way ofthebrure's*

TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER

VOLUME 95



Pur lin Ambush

It may seem unfair at times when enemies suddenly

appear before and behind you, but that's life in the Lost

>

Land. On this straight stretch, just after you grab the

ammo and gun, two Pur-lins will appear, one in front and

one in back. Have your Tek Arrows ready to shoot. Each

Pur-lin will take two.

1. Shotgun
H. Fight in Village

3. Level 4 Keg
4. Assault Rifle

5. Chronosceptnr Pig

E. Level 4 Key
7. Auto Shotgun
& Tek Armor

B. Level 5 Keg
3. Exit to Hub Ruins

Much of this cave is

underwater and very^cor

fusing. If you keep tort®

right when youhave'a’fB

choice, you'll make it; n
through safely.

At thegap in' the walk-

way. look to the right

and jump down into

the cleft. From there

you can climb a vine

and find Tek Arrows
and Life Forces.

look'ddwri

flu

o Keep Your Eyes Peeled!

The cave entrance at the top of the wooden walkway

can be easy to miss. You should face to the left to spot

it. Take out the waiting

commando, then go to

the far end and jump
'

down to the transport.

Take the transport to a / t
. ->

ledge where you'll find

multiple Life Forces.

Climb the vine fmm the MMflBj

NINTENDO POWER

I onk in tnejhnts;

to- arrino*a: .d fl|
real*, 'i, blit

watch out fcr^jj

the'comirarrtns..

andraptcrs. flN
Mew f.neii iesfl

'

keep warping

into existence,

so move quickly!



The vine is heayii^;guai;ded;me vine 10 i icqvii v/vjuoi the

effort to reach. At the eastern edge of the

plateau, you can jump downjtoa narrow ledge.

Follow it to the end thenjump over to the island

with the second Chror^cmfpr.jiiece.

Jump down here!,

to the hidden

ledge and take ,

the tunnel. Like

most tunnels, this

one has enemies
'

fj
ul

'
. Ground

Health.....^ .

Ultra i -

L

Health.—ts" Level 4
Transport... fl

" Key....„.

c . Level 5!

Switch... Key
Bridge/
Ladder...MH

Chronosceptor Piece.

have your knife

ready. At the end
is a Level 4 Key.-

Booby-traps are wellrconcealed

in Turok. This bay. in the.cliff holds

a spiked brancivtjia'tiswjngs out.

Try sneaking up on iPfromthe
leftside. Wk

Just to the right before the two pools,

you'll finda platform if you look over the

side. Follow the trail to reach theback-
pack and other stuff.

4fter .crossing,the:rope bridge,

you must'.take on fot another

flamertfifpyving Purlin. You'll find

3 2b%'Heal’th add a cave entrance

The Switch in the Wall

mt Inside the temple, you'll find ancient hieroglyphics

Bpbn the walls. One of these is actually a switch that
r opens a door to an inner chamber. When you touch the

panel (which shows up red on the map) you'll hear the

uuor. The trick is to activate the panel then run to the open

door before it closes and jump through. The effort is worth it

since you get Tek Armor inside.

Once you get the Grenade.
Launcher in Level'4, you can

return to this spot and blast

your way into the chjPmteft

that holds an Ultra Health,Tek

Armor and more.

TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER

VOLUME 95
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TransporterA deliversyou to the top of the building in

which you find it. From there, jump out the open end of

the roof and follow the trail of Life Forces. On the next

long walkway, you'll run into several guards and two
Pur-lins. You can grab Tek Arrows in tne stone hut

where you first land.

You can swim :to the bottom
ofthe'jdeepYend of this pool

to retriewHiealth benefits.You can re

these roo

from the i

higher are

jumping®
the roofs

cansupp!

The Ancient City seems to be the ^
home of many of the Campaigner's

henchmen. They're constantly appearing

out of warp fields. You must keep watch all

around, and keep your sound turned up loud

enough to hear

what's going on. I

Here at the edge «
of the city. The

warping baddies EsSsS)
are very active, B=K|s
so don't hang

around. Take the

water route •

*

inside the city -4

walls.
f

igitCTns on these pillars you must
iuter ramparts of the city via the

Ip to the row of columns, then hop

ffi ifche next.



Defeat the two flame-throwing Pur-

lins in the lower area of this temple

Now you can proceed to the under- »

ground tunnel that leads to

Transporter C.

Raptors stream up the stafptb
greet you when you transport

through to this area. Be prepared to

meet them.

e-sideitemples has a prize

jrammo, but they're well-

ffiommando, and new
^continue to appear.

of heal

to the warp arch the

i Level 5 Key.

o Jumping to the Chronosceptor

Save the game before heading out to leap from column to

column. One misstep will make you start over. Take the left

route to reach the Chronosceptor Piece. I t's not as easy as it t

I

looks. Use this map and the
>) rt eijgjpjF’i game map to plan your route,

and watch out for enemies
a 11 ! >t who warp in to attack you.

The exit to boss (Long

Hunter) is in the middle of this

area on the stone platform.

TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER

LEGEND

VOLUME 95



Along the canyon walls, snipers await. Use the

assault rifle to pick them off as soon as you see
them. It can be easier if you take the back-door

route by going behind the warp arch at the start of

the level. You'll find the Grenade Launcher and an
Ultra Health

"ljw before taking on
'$* aSgs the Ruins.

Jump down.and
' j

across the canyon

from this ledgejta

reach the Grenade

Launcher. You'll
|

also pick upEbapH
pack and ammp'pn
this trip.

mandos guar

areaplfl
can oe worn
effort since?

pickupa.stoi

ammo.

to the green ledgS
and the Transport*
tn n

! the middleThe switches below the pillars —

,

w

ofShe pillar to rise. This pillar is topped by an Ultra

I leal th.;Gebthis first.

The Mini-Gun floatsabove the top of this pillar,

but you .canpick one up with less trouble on top of

the buildjhgithbt houses a Pur-lin.

Am

x



pillars that have

b'eeo^olored pur-

ple on the map.
This will lead you

to Transport G anc

the.yyayout.

Climb the outer ramp to reach the top of the waterfall in

this room. The Chronoscepter Piece is on the middle plat-

form, but the statues of—
Leapers will come to

life. Be ready for them.
g

TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER

Take out the High Priests on

the blocks to open the gates

to the Transported Level

6 Key.

In this area, you can walk

straight through a solid wall

and the Grenade Launcher.

The yellow flash Signals

room'
Atop the Waterfalls

Qc

A flame-thro,wg;Purdinguartls

the inner gate tpjthe key room. You

can pick up Tek'^rrows in the pool

just before you giit there and a

backpack afterward.

m the end of this protruding Iedge,
”
' lown to the trail across the

n. On top, beat the Pur-lin for Tek

Armor. The Mini-Gun is on the roof.

sand large,



To reach the wall-climbing room, head along the right ledge.

Natives with blowguns and flame-throwing stone heads make the

trip warm. In the switch room, hit the switch, then climb the wall

with protruding stones just as if it were a vine. At the top, you can

save, then jump to Transport A.

A Pur-lin bashes;th'ro'ugh:the;wallihere. Blast

it with Tek Arrote^tBMesupplyiyourself in

therooip'that'ji.a|just:B'e‘en:opened.
ns are filled with

So what's new?) You'll

SHigh Priest blocking the

‘nsport 8.

o Tioulile in the Tat Pit

i/itch surrounding the tar pit to

aise the columns. Go through the

; both north and south of the tar

Step through the .

where you seethes
on the door. Follow

passage to ihetend .r

find lots of ammpJh Transport B.

NINTENDO POWER

Climbing the Walls

1. Defeat: High Priest

H. Level 8 Key
3. Ctirnnusceptor Piece
4. Take Transport A
5. Take Transport
6. Drain Water
7. Level 6 Key
8. Fight Mantis for

Level 8 Key

Once you enter; this secret corridor,

you'll have to take out another pair

of Pur-lins. You'll find Mini|Gim

ammo in a side room. |



The Level 6 Key'at the top ofthe
can be reached from theyvater. (

jump to the switch t'ffirain-tho ,v

;ral pillar in the pone
She column, then -'

below,

Swinging Blades of Peril

This corridor presents a spe-
cial challenge. Giant, swing-

ing, circular blades spin

across your path. You must
study the intervals—about a

second between slices

—

then dash past the

blade openings to

escape being sliced HB
and diced. The five

blades can take a

terrible toll on
Turok. Tek Armor
can help sol ten the

blows.

When you follow the long tunnel and cross several

bridges, you'll enter the chamber with the second
High Priest. Of course, you come under fire immedi-
ately. Use Tek Arrows or the Grenade Launcher to
quiet him down. Jump over to the platform to retrieve

the key, then head out the right side of the room.
You'll have to be on the upper ledge to reach the exit

door. Now, go look for the Chronosceptor Piece.

This first High Priest

guards the route to

the Level 8 Key.' B5% JL Vine.
'Health....T| Cave

,
WattHealth ;

liruii
Ultra .

Health.
Transport... Leve:

S„,,rh...
K«"

„ - . ,
Levei

ChrnnDsceptnr Pii

The narrow bridges can be treacherous enough
without swinqinglbladeSitojJodqeaWalk across,

using the screen mapfriip'guidance. Go left at the Y
when you reach it.

low the ledge

around the room,
..

heading down and !

the left on the map

Outside the Catacombs, you can

drop down to a secretjcave for

extra ammo, then climb;back up

the vine to reach the^^'nce to;

the Catacombs.

TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER
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These platforms are crowded with High Priests and

Ancient Warriors. Once you destroy the Priests,

explore along the edges of the platforms where you

can find lots of ammo and health. Clear out this arqai

before you go for the Level 7 Key above.

The waters of this lake provide safety for Turok as long as he

stays submerged. But once vou stick your head out, or jump onto

one of the many islands, you'll find a hot reception. Alien Infantry

are stationed on many islands.

guarding small caches of

ammo and health. It's probably

not worth the effort to defeat

them. Head for the big tree

with the arch at the waterline.

Inside, an elevator will lift you

up to the Treetop Village.

This final Levfil7?Kcyjsfight;'out in the .open.

Once you grab the keydiead up a ramp into a

hut. Use a orenaHereomct the occupant, the

pick off the:8mMiBfflps from thegarofilll

find lots of.'amnpMlputs, as welb

Collect 15 Life Forces and an Ultra Health along the nar3
row path beyond Transport A.A few commandos try*»
to slow you down.

A fire-hurling Pur-lin guards the wooden gate leading

to the lake area. Defeat it using Tek Arrows or*—'
grenades, then pick up.nearby ammqi

If you jump down to the island

pinnacles, and then jump from
one to the next, you'll find a cave

with, the Mini-Gun inside. From
there, you can continue down
the canyon with all the snipers.

Hide in these Inland attack the Ancient

Warriors and other guards who appear.



A High Priest appearsToni
him with afenaneaipmx'p
ger will appear irithgom
before you sbeltheflomth

You can avoid afirefightgn>tljie wa^Backjfroni'geJtiiig t

Level 7 Key by jumjjngirom 'the upper walkvyay'tbfhe
j

way below. Lookibr*snortcuts like t'his^els'ewh‘ere, top:

chains shortly after you

,

/ou 5) I find ammo in the'IHMHI
A spiked log swings dc

ascend the spiralistair

small huts.

You can jump tolthe land

;

from the platform toget

Armor and an Alienffl/eaf

A Transport-tak^youba

to the iree village

Twoground-sr
lins drop ontoi

this large platf

step onto

you car, a!Watch oiit fon

suddenly on tf

To get the Level!? Key,

enter the cave with the
Save Point, defeat tlie Pi

lin, then jump to a na'rrpv

ledge just to! theileft'of I

rope bridgefFrMtlfefe,

jump to the caMtlia^lec

Run across the rope bridge to evadeithe

sharpshooters in the caves along the sides,or

move slowly, picking off the snipers before

they see you and attack.

The Hut Hangouts

This dense village area contains many huts and even

more enemies running around in the open. You'll also

find enemies waiting for you inside huts, some as

strong as High Priests. Al though you can take cover in

some of these huts, don't walk blindly into them.

Sidestep in front of the door with your gun blazing to

check it out.

On one hand, you have snipers shooting Tatyou,

while on the other yd&have to be careful not to

step over the edge. The best strategy here is to

use your own sharp-shooting skills tb pick off

the gunners ahead, theb'fnoye carefully forvyaid.
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As you move along the straight path, several rock slides will

crash down. Move ahead slowly and back up quickly when

you hear the telltale sound of boulders. Just after that, you

must defeat a High Priest to trigger the appearance of

another stairway of floating stone platforms.

1. Take Transport A
2. Take Transport B
3. Fusion Rifle

4. Take Transport C

5. Rocket Launcher
B. Level B Key
7. Take Transport D :

B. Take Transport G
3. Level B Key
lO. Chronosceptor Piece

Before you can reach t

Transport to B.ypumu
this plateau, finishiri®

the Alien lnfanffiJ’Tm|

risb, forming a stairca?

The Killer Plantguari?

storehouse of ammo!
Blast it from a.distarj

then claim the prizeg

If the High Pi ii

o To Tricciatops or Not?
Having made it past the rising pillars and ene-

mies beforejTransport D, you might think

you've earnrSl'a vacation. Forget it. Six Alien

I

Infantry guard the entrance to this fortress.

A box of grenades and a Grenade Launcher

wait for you at the top of the elevator, in case

you didn't have them already. One grenade is

the best way to mop up the aliens. Then pre-

pare your self for enhanced raptors, a High

Priest and a Heavy Cyborg. It doesn't getany

harder than this.

The triceratops acts as a trigger for the stairway of

stones that float in the sky. (But you can step on the

switch on the lower ledge, climb the vine and jump dov\

the steps. From there climb the vines, defeat the High

Priest and jump over to the same area that is accessibl

by the floating stones.)

Beetles roam thEouttotrttefr

Lost Land. Thabestw^odef
your knife andturn PraundS^ As you head up the ^arhp^yvo";

fire-ball spitting raptrifecljarg'

down at you. Greriades|jeTrthR

job dune.ilbk tMlirfe Forge. You

rJvjJhfrreVou begin the
Jump betweenafie'pillars;

can find an Alieh Wej®&
stage, as well?' j START

0 NINTENDO POWER



The Subterraneans'

don't like your Quad
Rocket Launcher.light

up the huge worms,
then transport back.

You don't real Iy need tc

go here.

A giant Heavy
Cyborg guards s

^
the central pla¥/i t,

St'Sith^H
Grenade LaunefteFl
while moving to 1

avoid its shots, then
'

jump to the middle; ..

for a health bontSM

Step on the switch,

race up the ramp to I

elevator platform,jy?

across to battle tvyc

Heavy Cyborgs and c

the Ultra Health'. 1

Attack (torn AboveStep on the swift

the elevator platf

leads to the firial I

diagonally siripeci

tions to detect®:

You must drop down to the ledge just to

the left of the step bridge to retrieve the

Chronosceptor Piece. Unfortunately, you
must defeat two High Priests. Take the

advantage by firing on them from the

heights. You can pick up health, grenades,

a backpack and Life Force, as well.forms drops from <

the sky, providing .

you with a handy- *
set of stairs. At the

top is a courtyard'

protected by gun
'

turrets and Alierii.

Infantry.

TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER
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o f Life Forces^l
that leads down
the cliff side.ju

"

r- Jump down toy Y

I

explore the tun- f
nelsand reacfiKH
the area where
you find the

transport to D/
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The right side of the gap may look shorter, but

you'll only make the jump if you aimtoward the
,

ly mane tne jump iryoi

left side and make a long leap.

Defeat an enemy in each sei

tion of this divided corridor.

the lower routeand.

elevator.

This elevator drops

down so you can reach

Transport B and otliert

Cyborgs Everywhere!

Several Heavy Cyborgs and lots

of Cyborgs, Staff Cyborgs and

other unforgiving individuals can

be found in this chamber and its

upper area. The only reason to

.. venture in here

. I is to collect the
S;c:--r—— I lfeTek Armor andJ

I Bammo, most of

I I Bwhich IS found

I I «on the upper

ri I Kledges and in

i
lithe rear tunnel.

V___jJpo for it if you

_ J ' have plenty of

health built up.

Two triceratops and a host of other ene-

mies await you on this plain. Unless you

need the scattereditems here, just avoid

them and enter the tunnel.

Jump over the false floor.square before

Transport B to reach the middle of this

room and the four weapons* including the

Fusion Cannon and Shockwave Cannon.

Jump from

one of these

platforms to

the other to

reach all the

health. Jump
when the Pass through the check-

point in the middle of. ^
the room to activate

the platforms.
platform is

its lowest
position.

)
NINTENDO POWER

The only way to'reach the Ultra Health on

the high platform in this chamber is to climb

the giant rock thenjumjTto'Jhe pillars. It's

extremely difficult 9jg

Two Pur-lins appear on a platform in the mid-

dle of the room. If you fall into the lava, an

elevator in the southeast corner will take

you back up.



- The Ultimate Test

You've practically reached the end at this

point, which means that the troops will be out
in force. The Staff Cyborgs, however, seem to

be having a mutiny. Sit back and let them
attack the Alien Infantry, then go after the
survivors. The upper rooms have lots of

ammo, but they are

guarded by L
fe Heavy Cyborgs.

TheT-Rexand

You can collect plenty of health points

and ammo in this chamber,«but the ene-

mies may cost yoti as muchas.yQu;gain.

Prepare to meet Cyborgs of every stripe

The columned room, and the areas just before it,

contain many prizes, including 25% Health boost

items and lots of ammo. If you have over 100%
on your health, stick to the outer

edge of lire room where you I9HIHP1
meet only Alien Infantry. If you
need the four 25% Health in the

middle of the room, prepare to .'
.i

defeat a Heavy Cyborg.
_ ^

Operate the gravi-

ty wells in this

room, and in the
[j

tunnel just before t

you get here, by

looking up while,

pushing the top C
Button.

TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER

In the sewer area indicated below, you must
take the upper route through the three

sewer poolSifilled with crab-like sludge

beasts, then follow the tunnel upward.

When you reach a ledge, look for a trail of

Life Forces leading downward. Jump down
onto the ledge below to find Transpor t F.
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OFFENS

Your player has a better ^hance of scoring if he pre-

pares his shot by squaring up in front of the goal. To

square up, hold your Shot Button down for a moment

before shooting the puck. You can increase your scor-

ing chances further by moving as close as possible to

the net, but the ' .

goalie might — \ tH5/

A one-timer is a quick pass to a second player who

immediately shoots the puck at the net. One-timers are

considered the best way to score goals, since the first

player draws the goalie out of position, giving the sec-

ond player a better shot at the net. To execute a one-

timer with a computer player, line up a pass with a

ress the A Button and the B Button.teammate, then prt

Hold your Shot ~J
Button for a

brief moment to

of the goal.

to squaring up in

front of the net is that your player is vulnerable to checking

by opposing players, including aggressive goalies carrying

big sticks.

Some goalies

effective at blocking one-timers from one direction than others.

Watch your shots and look for weak spots. If you find one and

continually aim for it, you'll increase your chances of slipping

the puck between the posts.

your scoring

If you've never tried

ijf| switching a goalie, tap
^

the R Button on top of

Every goalie in the game can your.controller while you
transform into an impenetrable choose your player,

brick wall, provided you’re playing Human players cannot
in Arcade mode and the goalie has control their goalies,

blocked five consecutive shots. %

& «JS

OFFfflSi
The optimum offensive

right. You can mix and

match players between

lines whenever you

select a multi-player

game, but you cannot

select two players that

play the same position.

FORESBERG
OEADMARSH
YOUNG

RONNING KARIYA
PAVEL BURE SEMENOV
MOGILNY SELANNE

ARNOTT FRIESEN FERRARO
MCAMMOND WHITNEY KHRISTICH

BUCHBERGER OWEN NOLAN GRANATO
ROBERTS
FLEURY



Ignite the net by pressing the A
Button and the C Button any-

where in front of the goalie. If

the goalie is prepared, he can

douse your flaming shot with

Slam the goalie into the net by

skating between the face-off

circles in front of the net

before pressing the A Button

and the bottom C Button at the

Tap the B

Button to

attempt to

steal the puck.

Players with

high defense

ratings can

Use a body
check to knock
your opponent

away from the

puck. Press the

left C Button

near your victim.

Tap the right C

Button to hook
a player and

pull him away
from the puck.

Never hook
while Penalties

are on.

Press the top C
Button to trip a

player. Tripping

works best

when you have

the Penalties

option turned off.
e game doesn't let you discriminate

I or foe, so you could potentially dump
leammate with a single trip.

i dip when you decide to trip-isolate

arefully or you may trip one of your

es instead. If you like to use tripping

gularly, make sure the Penalties

ed off or you'll bumble rigid into the

penaltyMp-y

m ui'Ai A1ALA
Turnovers are the key to winning

games when you're playing against

the computer. You can check, trip,

steal, or hook a player and force a

turnover, but you need to modify you

strategy depending on the game'

configurations. Do not hook or tri|

while the Penalties option is on.

jjj.yu jjjjj
If you're playing in Arcade Mode, you can pull offsuper-

sonic Power Shots if your player has Turbo Power. (A play-

er has Turbo Power if the direction arrow beneath his

skates is white.) To use your Turbo Power on a Power

Shot, tap the bottom C Button and theA Button at the

same time. Check out the Power Shot tips listed below.

in tj

MM A M.l
If you're playing a multi-player

game, you can design forma-

tions to befuddle the comput-

er's defense and throw the

goalie out of position. One

basic play is to keep your play-

ers in a triangular formation in

front of the goal and set up for

a quick series of one-timers.

GRETZKY STRAKA JOE JUNEAl
ROBITAILLE DAVE LOWRY PIVONKA
VERBEEK SHEPPARD BONDRA

ROENICK MADANO GILMOUR
AMONTE MARSHALL MULLER
JOE MURPHY GREG ADAMS GAGNER

CORSON
COURTNALL
BRETT HULL

ED OLCZYK
DRAKE
KOROLEV

ERMAN
(MEAU
DOROV

a
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© and® 1996 Midway, Inc.

Press the B Button to release e

punch at your opponent. Swift

punches inflict very little dam-

age, but you can use the move i

stop an uppercut or keep your

foe from grabbing you.

mi, jjj ms j si
Tap the A Button

to jab your oppo-

nent. Similar to

punches, jabs will

disrupt your oppo-

nent but inflict

only minor dam-

age. Try unloading

several jabs

before countering

with your own
grab or uppercut.

Are you looking for

a winning game plan to get your

team in the play-offs? Power has the offen-

sive and defensive strategies, top player picks and

cool codes to improve your hockey skills.

Game counselors at Nintendo's Call

Center have received a number of

calls about a player named "Satan"

in the Edmonton Oilers line up.

Leaping Lucifer! Did Old Nick trade

in his pointed pitchfork for a hockey

stick? While the devil might have

made them do it, Midway's develop-

ers didn't have a picture available of

Miroslav Satan, a 6'1, 176-lb.,

Slovakian forward for the Oilers, in

time for game production. Game

counselors and Midway insist that all

of the players in Wayne Gretzky's 3-

D Hockey have skates, not hooves.



ling to legend^&rBen our universe

treated, a Mmfer Key was forged to
*

away the^Jfnite powers of the cos-

Sts secr^ps. The Key was broken and

was cast into different circles of

l^sfekeepjng* These realities are
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fully polygonal, 3-0 tournament fighting game for the

opnrs at Kronns had only a brief moment to let our roving

programmers and artists at Kronos. Discover Dark Rift's

larai ter sketches, radiant photos and background artwork

band combat.

TO: All Employees

SUBJECT: WARRIORS OF THE RIFT

There are eight fighters in the game; four males-if

you consider Morphix to be a male-and four

females. Each warrior 'has his or her own reasons

for entering the contest, but game players won’t

learn all the characters' secrets until they complete

the game. A few warriors are supposedly working

together with other contestants in the tournament,

but it's doubtful these shaky alliances will last as

the finalists acquire pieces of the relic.

No one Knows

|

what tne relic

is made of.

CHARACTER PROFILE

Spi^r
A member of the Colonial

Commando Special Task Force,

Colonel Aaron Maverik has been

ordered to save the earth by

retrieving the Core Prime Element

from Sonork. The Core Prime

Element is the only thing that can

save the war ravaged planet.

Maverick is a weapons and explo-

sives expert. He is equipped with

the MFG-16, the latest design in

assault rifle weaponry. "The MFC
actually stands for Magnificently

Fun Gun" spoofs Warnock.

KRONOS DEVELOPERS MAY
I HOLD KEY TO UNIVERSE AND

FIGHTING GAMES
I Pasadena, CA (NP)—The sun set on the

|

Pacific hours ago, but the florescent lights

: still blazing brightly across all 24,000

I square feet of the bustling offices at Kronos

I Digital Entertainment, Inc. Sixteen-hour days

re the norm for the eighteen-

mployee team adding the finishing touches

I to Dark Rift, a 3-D, Nintendo 64 tournament

I fighting game about interdimensional com-

I batants battling for the key to unlocking the

secret of the universe.

"It's incredible to see the

whole thing come together,"

explains Andy Koo, the

Animation Technical

Director for the project.

"Over a year ago it was on

paper, and now we're mov-

ing characters around and

we're playing the game with everything in

there. It looks and plays better than we'd

ever imagined." And it should—Dark Rift

features new animation technology never

attempted on console video games. When

the titanic gladiators clash

and lock blades in combat,

players are blinded by

explosions of brilliant sparks

in vibrant colors. The game's

cinematic, roving camera
i

captures the fighting fury
j

from an oblique, three-quar-

ter perspective, throwing

gamers right into the middle of the arena.

Each warrior in the game was modeled with

actual actors on a state of the art, optical

motion-capture system. The action is deliv-



Use red as the color on

hit or impact sprites.

Red creates more heat

and emotion than any .

other color

Incorporate elements

of old Chinese

legends and stories

into Dark Rift plot.

A minion of the Dark Dimension,

Demonica Grroux is on a quest to

retrieve the Core Prime Element for

her evil master, the Lord Demon
Demitron. Years ago Demonica was

captured by Sonork and she revealed

wr

session.

the secret of the elements in order to

spare her life. Seeking revenge, she has

returned to fight Sonork for the Prime

Element. "Demonica is really tough,"

explains Warnock. "She's kind of an in-

close scrapper because she has the

shortest range in the game. She has this

bestial, in-your-face, style of fighting."

CHARACTER PROFILE

Mcrnijf
Morphix is pure energy and enigma. It's spec-

ulated that he came from the Light Dimension

and even that he carries the Light Prime

Element, but nobody really knows why

Morphix is in the contest. "He's not really here

to challenge anyone," explains Stan. "People

who don't understand him attack him and he's

forced to defend himself. A lot of Morphix's

moves are three dimensional and, in a way,

really freaky. He can spin his head all the way

around and his body physically morphs."

"He can do this because he doesn't have a

normal bone structure like the other beings

in the game," adds Ted. "He is a fast character

and his stretching moves give him

good range."

"We thought that a 30 fps engine would

make the animation look too choppy," said

Ted Warnock, Animation Director at Kronos.

"A faster engine had never been tested

before, but our engineers optimized the pro-

gramming code, so now not only do we
have 60 fps, but we have lighting effects,

fog, real shading—we have everything and

it's incredible." Superlatives like 'incredible'

do not flow easily in a company comprised

of discriminating game enthusiasts. "We

have a lot of fighting aficionados at Kronos,"

adds Warnock. "These guys, myself

included, will sit down and play fighting

Animation Director Ted

Warnock is fitted for an

optical motion capture

games for hours."

"Actually, Ted would

lose for hours," joked

Stan Liu, Executive

Producer at Kronos.

"There are a lot of spe-

cific elements in many

fighting games that we
like, and we picked the best attributes that

technology and the game industry have to

offer, then we added our own

touch with extra stuff from our

personal wish lists." The Kronos

team balances their hours of

hard work with a sense of

humor and fun. This theme is

also reflected in their product.

"We wanted to have endear-

ing characters that had some

humor to them, but at the same

time were dark and mysteri-

ous," adds Warnock. "It's a seri-

ous fighting game but we didn't take our-

selves too seriously when we made it."

milME95 @



An official custodian of the Core

Prime Element, Scarlet Zerai was

removed from her post when the

tyrannical Sonork decreed that

females were unfit for using the

relics. Scarlet vows to destroy

Sonork and declare herself

Empress of the Chosen Ones. She

shuns technological advancements

and is very fond of classic weapons

and ancient warfare. "We're tired

of the female stereotypes in other

fighting games—they're all femi-

nine, agile, really cutesy or just

subdued/' said Warnock "We
wanted a strong-willed, powerful

female character. Scarlet is slower

but much more powerful than the

female characters encountered in

other titles."

|
NINTENDO POWER

The name of the game is funr
and whether you're playing against Dark Rift's eight

human player, there's something in this game that will draw you back to the Prime Elements. You'll ah

own circle of reality, to step through the rift and seek the source ofthe power that binds us all.

ht levels of Al or another

always find time, in your

CHARACTER PROFILE

Axe-toting Core of the Highlands is the cham-

pion warrior of the Planet Dorlon. The King of

the Dorlons decreed to his subjects that they

are the rightful owners of the Core Prime

Element, and ordered Gore to recover the

relic. "Gore is your classic muscle man," said

Liu. "He's not particularly smart or fast, but

he's very strong. His attacks have to be

planned and timed, but when you make a con-

nection, the damage can be pretty devastat-

ing." Gore's projectile attack is different from

all the other characters in the game-he stomps

on the ground and creates a shockwave that
jgj

radiates outward in an expanding circle.

spins, circular side-steps and elaborate

attack combos. "The beast-like warriors

have animal ankles as opposed to human

ankles, so we had to get the actor's foot up

off the ground. We have this guy here—he's

FIGHTING DA AGONY
OF DA FEET

I Developers who push the envelope of cre-

I ativity often break rules or resist convention

to produce innovative effects. The game this huge, lovab le lug of a guy and

I designers at Kronos did all this

|
and defied gravity while creat-

ing the fighting action for Dark

"We were doing optical

I motion capture for our bestial

characters—they have an awk-

I ward foot and ankle structure,"

I explained Ted Warnock.

1 Motion capture is utilized in
Actress Sandy Christiansen

I game design to create realistic receives instruction on how to

images of - each charade's ~te Eva's grab me«e.

incredible animator—his

name is Steve Knox. This

guy is an ex-football

player from Texas who is

about 6'5" and weighs

almost 300 lbs. We want-

ed him to do the motions

for our bigger characters,

but we had to spend

some time talking him

into jumping and twirling

around wearing this outfit made up of black
j

Spandex and high heels in front of the |

cameras." Knox was probably more con-

cerned about maintaining his balance

than what his gridiron buddies in Texas

thought about his unusual and precarious i

assignment. After all, the bigger they a

the harder they fall.



Niiki is a trouble-making princess from

the |ungle City of Faralon. She ran away

from home after her over protective

parents forbade her from leaving the

palace. No one knows Niiki's true iden-

tity. She was trained by the best warriors

in Faralon, and she is a master of Inverse

Kinematics, the art of applying balance

and leverage to displace a foe's momen-
tum against himself. "Niiki's here for the

fun and adventure, but she has no idea

about the danger she's in," said Stan.

"She doesn't care about the Relic."

"Yeah," adds Ted, "I guess she'll make

the Relic into an earring or something if

CHARACTER PROFILE

Years ago Eve was the head researcher of

Sonork's secret project to create a race of

Sentient Integrated Droids. When a batch

of droids malfunctioned and went berserk,

Sonork ordered his forces to destroy all

traces of the secret laboratory on the Planet

Eden. Mortally wounded while fleeing the

lab. Eve spent the last moments of her life

transferring her consciousness into a highly

advanced prototype droid. The Prime Core

Element is the only thing that can repair

and restore her human body. "Eve has a lot

of special moves, she's lightning quick and

she has range, which makes her a really

nasty opponent," Warnock said.

CHARACTER PROFILE

CHARACTER PROFILE

ZEMMTJF,D1\T

No one really knows much about

Zenmuron since no one ever survived an

encounter with this mysterious warrior.

There is speculation that Zenmuron
belongs to a secret society that teaches

warriors lethal Ninja techniques com-

bined with Samurai style, but nobody

knows the intentions of this clandestine

organization. "Zenmuron is a fast charac-

ter. He has a very long reach and lightning

swift kicks, plus an even balance of high

and low attacks/' said Warnock. "If you

know his moves, he's one of the most dev-

astating characters in the game."

TO: All Employees

SUBJECT: NINTENDO POWER VENTURES INTO THE RIFT

Nintendo Power writers will be calling and asking for information about

each character's special moves for another upcoming magazine article. We
will assist them with the special moves, grabs and projectile attacks, but it's

important that no one mentions anything about the hidden characters in the

game. Dark Rill is a huge game with multiple endings and surprises. With

all this hidden stuff, we can probably get the folks at Power Magazine to

talk about Dark Rift in several volumes, right?

VOLUME 95
|



.
So, you want to test video games for a living? It's not all about fun and

teg - games—It's also about getting rid of programming defects known as bugs.

We apprehended and interrogated a handful of game testers as well ns

former bug killers who have since worked their ways up to bigger careers

in the gaming industry. If you think you might want to get away with this,
r

loo, witness their testimonies and judge for yourself.

WANTED FOB,
BREAKING INT(

GAME

ATTA S; GAME TESTER

WE STARTED OUR INVESTIGATION BY HITTING THE STREETS TO FIND OUT

PEOPLE’S THOUGHTS ON GAME TESTERS, “THEY PLAY GAMES FOR A
LIVING?” WAS THE USUAL REACTION. THE GAME TESTERS’

USUAL REPLY WAS “IT’S NOT ALL FUN AND GAMES; IT’S ALSO

LOT OF WORK.” AND, AFTER STAKING OUT THE GAME
HERE AT NOA, WE DISCOVERED THAT, FOR THE

MOST PART, THE TESTERS' STORIES CHECKED OUT—
THEY DID WORK BARD, BUT THEY WERE ALSO
GUILTY OF HAVING FUN.



i Forrest

NOA'S UNUSUAL SUSPECTS
and testing the game's compatibility with I

various hardware. Eli and Sharon also act a;

"morality police," monitoring games' con-

tent. Since the Final Approval Testers spend I

only a few days on each game, Eli tells us,

"The biggest stress is mastering the game."

So maybe bug killing is almost all fun and |
games, but it's not for everyone.

"Anyone can play video games, but not I

everyone can find bugs," Robert says. The

best way to learn how, Sharon tells us,

learn about the industry from the inside.

Sharon, like most testers, worked her way
]

At NOA, demo versions of games are

first tested in the Tree Branch before

being retested by the Final Approval

Testing Depart-

ment. In the Tree

Branch, test-

ers like Robert

Johnson and

Melvin Forrest

spend, on aver-

age, three to five

months playing

a single game to

uncover all of its

bugs. They're on the lookout

for distorted graphics, lock-ups,
|

or anything else that may be i

under suspicion for preventing

smooth game play. Bug killers

play a game at each stage of its

development, retesting as soon

as the programmers add a new

level to it. Usually, testers have

no instruction manual to help

them figure things out, but that's

part of the fun.

They have to play the games

unusual ways to find bugs.

"Instead of just playing, you have

to do all the weird stuff," Robert

explains. They won't find any bugs

they just play through a game

e way the average player does,
1HtB

up to being a tester, starting out as a temp|

answering phones at NOA and giving game

tips to troubled callers. But before coming

to NOA, Sharon had barely played video

games. Robert and Eli, on the other hand,

are guilty of being video game fanatics, so

when they heard there were openings at

NOA for game counselors, they applied and

snagged the jobs.

Melvin broke into the industry when he

was discovered at the Nintendo Powerfest

'90, a video game

the way the average player does,

because that's where the obvious bugs have

already been nabbed. So when bug killers

test games, they play through the levels

backward, drive off the courses, bump into

walls, or try to defeat bosses with the weak-

est weapons.

Testers keep tabs on the bugs they find

in a bug log, writing down all the details of

the defects and how they made them hap-

pen. It's not a bug unless it's a repeat

offender, so testers must pay attention to

precisely how they

caused the glitch.

Once the developer

finishes programming a

game, and the testers in

the Tree Branch have

debugged ft, the game

NOA's second testing group, the Final

Approval Testing Department.

There, testers like Eli Wolff and Sharon

Pfeifle play completed games for about a

day and a half, double-checking for bugs

“TO BE A TESTER, IT HELPS TO LIVE

IN WASHINGTON OR CALIFORNIA

WHERE THERE ARE A LOT OF

SOFTWARE COMPANIES.”

—ELI WOLFF, BUG KILLER

s submitted

PRCfflU:
Cl: A BUG KILMER
What's it take to stomp out video game
pests for a living? Here's the lowdown:

STRONG A7TISNTION TO DI-TAIL

When testers witness bugs, they must

remember every event leading up to them.

GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Testers need to effectively detail all bug-

related evidence, so the game developer

:an track down on the problem.

LONG ATTENTION SPAN
Bug killers serve long sentences testing

games, sometimes working 14-hour days,,

seven days a week. ''
.

.

PIERSliVRRANCI:

Testers must stay alert and keep them-

selves interested in games they may h

been playing for as long as five months

straight.

CREATIVITY
To find where elusive bugs are hiding

out, testers must play games in new and

unique ways that the programmer may

fair held

Seattle Kingdome.I

He played his waym
into the semi-finals^

of the gaming ci

petition and, soon after, was offered a game 1

counseling job at NOA. As a counselor, he 1

had to prove himself to be knowledgeable !

and attentive. Only then did he get the
j

chance to become a tester.



NOA
RUG KILLER
RAP SM1EIET

HERE'S Ti ll: GAME
TESTER'S M.O.:

The Tree Branch begins the

testing process:

Play through the game from every

possible angle, keeping an eye out

for screen glitches, lock-ups or any

the circumstances leading

p to a bug and recreate the situa-

•ite detailed notes about the bugs.

; .Inform the developer of any bugs.

The game developer must then fix

the problem and resubmit the game

for retesting.

The Final Approval Testers then

finish the testing process:

Test game compatibility with various

hardware.

Make sure games meet content

standards.

Play through the game and write

n
Testers may also do the following:

BUG KILLING IS A GREAT WAY TO BUST INTO THE

VIDEO GAME INDUSTRY. IT CAN LEAD TO SUCCESSFUL

CAREERS IN OTHER FIELDS LIKE GAME PROGRAM-
MING OR PRODUCING. WE APPREHENDED TWO
FORMER BUG KILLERS WHO ARE NOW WORKING IN

THE VIDEO GAME INDUSTRY'S MOST WANTED CAREERS.

:
Currently Being Charged as Lead Game Programmer at Sculptured Sot tv

TO test games, but now he's

migrantming' them, and other

Epes'ters are checking his
,
As Lead

® Programmer at Sculptured Software,

Scott's worked on several games for

K Nintendo systems, such as Ren &
Istimpy: Time Warp, Mortal Kombat II,

Paiid: sspaQuest DSV. Currently, Scott's

"sMtejign titles for other platforms,

^including 'NBA Jam Extreme II 'and

NHL Breakaway. He's come a long

way ’from his humble»beginnings as a

gamfe tester, but bug' killing gave Scott

the foundation he needed to succeed in

1 pf%ra'rhming.

Wafi&U'hg.' countless games for NOA,

1 Scott’ began thinking, "Maybe I could

r stdrt^pfograniming!" And why not? He

fc-'W'a
:

s '-familiar with video games, how

itheyjcwork, and what makes them fun,

y and he had f i rst-hand knowledge about 1

the swarms of pesty problems that |
infest them, too. So Sc^.ho^dKhis /

programming skills and jpt NOA jp c°~
f

' found Lobotomy Software in 19.92.1

f Soon after, Scott moyidito Swilpjuredl

Software to be a programmer. i

, Scott's advice to a
!
nyoneW/ho wants I

to follow in his foot^eps isropay atten-
|

tion to the bugs and Irarn from them,

then apply that knowledgeio move up

in the gaming industry. "Computer

knowledge also makes you more valu-

able to game developers," Scott insists.

The industry is very competitive. "The I

more you know about the theory of)

games and sprites, how the screen gets I

redrawn, where to expect problems, 1

and how to think analytically," he says, •

"the more valuable you'll be."

Bugs are always on the prowl,

er, crawl, so we put out an

A.P.B. to round up some pesty

problems that can prevent a

game from being approved.

@ NINTENDO POWER

LOCK-UPS
A bug can cause the entire

game to come to a screeching

halt, freezing everything on-

screen.

DEFECTIVE AUDIO
Some bugs are silent; others

can cause audio problems that

can be as noisy as crickets.

BLACKOUTS
Like lock-ups, these stop the

game, but they also make the

screen go black.



dedication to 'the

5fs cVeMive talent,

5mpftons, until he

WANTED

Currently Booked as Producer at Interplay

i i^a tedious job and you can computer at homejtfter

%pf it," Jeremy tefeus. Luckily ably headed in the^ rigS

he broke free from thetklium Passion for computers apd^yide^games^

-'to 'eventually become a producer at landed Jeremy his firso§stirig jpb at

f.
Interplay. ’Jeremy now coordinates Disney Software. Threj||®oriths later,

k the|yarioUs aspects of creating a-videoJ* he joined Interplay tJbffoi#e ode of|

}, including its budgeting, schedul- its first testers. His $Mieati.q

ingji,contracting, and sometimes even

1 its 'programming. (Currently, he's

"responsible for molding Clay Fighter

[
63-

V

3 for the N64, which you can read

more about in this month's preview.)

J’eremy admits that testing was bor-

.
ing for him, but he asserts that drive

[
arid a 'love of games will help see you

nrough. "If you have a passion for this

1-industry, then you belong here," he

"TV..says,.

involved,

'There's a lot of hard work

blit if ybu have ambition and

cause, along with

then earned hirr

finally snatched udBthe produ

position.

At Interplay, bug kiffers are required

to test for a*year before theycan move

)

up to the -lead tester position. Only a

lead tester can move further-up the lad-

der. Jeremy climbed to the top of that

ladder to become a game producer at

only 24, and his start in game testing

helped him get there.

IF YOU LOVE I LAYING VIDEO
GAMES AND DON’T MIND
HARD WORK, SAME TESTING
MIGHT BE A JOB FOR YOU.
irs also a Wheat way
TO GET STARTED IN THE
GAMING INDUSTRY, TEACH-
ING YOU THE INS AND OUTS
OF THE BUSINESS AND TECH-
NOLOGY. BE PREPARED TO
WORK YOUR WAY UP. MANY
COMPANIES DON’T START
EMPLOYEES AS TESTERS,
INSTEAD PROMOTING EXIST-

ING EMPLOYEES TO THE
POSITION. BUT IF YOU HAVE
THE BUG FOR GAME TESTING,

IT’S POSSIBLE THAT YOU
COULD ONE DAY BE PLAYING
GAMES FOR A LIVING AND
EVENTUALLY BE MAKING
GAMES, TOO.

WANTED

HARDWAREGRAPHICS CORRUPTION
Glitches can distort graphics,

drastically skewing images

or warping them into wild,

wavy patterns.

INCOMPATIBILITY

Some bugs prevent games from

functioning properly with con-

trollers or other hardware.

INAPPROPRIATE CONTENT
Not actually bugs, but objection-

ables such as profanity can plague

a game, and testers must extermi-

nate them.

PROBLEMATIC SCORING
Programming errors can cause

some games to tally points or

save data incorrectly.

VOLUME 95



ickly and make the jumps. Our maps.

beginning play in any area, study the map and the

call outs that describe? the essential steps you must

lake. If you have questions or you get lost, pause the

Another strategy to follow is to save only the host

times when you gcfthrough an area. After checking

out the area and learning where you have to go, start

over and record the faster time when you're done.

Greatness isn’t some-
thing you find lying in

the gutter waiting to

be picked up. You have
to earn it. Greatness
in Super IVIetruid

requires enough
knowledge and skill

to cruise through the
game in less than
three hours. You’ll find

the knowledge in the
next six pages. The
skill is up to you.

TIME TRIAI
MINUS THREE HOURS

•1994 Nintendo.

Samus should be equipped with at least 70 to

75 Missiles and 8 energy tanks at the end.

You'll also need special weapons to get

through earj^^reas.

MISSILE CHARGE
These Missile Charging sta-

tions refill all of your Missile

Tanks.

Add extra Missiles to your overall^ capacity at theseMissile tanks. There

are 46 tanks and 230 Missiles available.

A. SUPER MISSILES
Super Missiles pack even more

punch than ordinary Missiles. You

can collect 50 in all.

>
MAP COMPUTER

Plug into these devices to

access on-screen map information

i
the current area.

^ ENERGY CHARGE
V Fill up all of your Energy Tanks a

any of these recharging stations.A POWER BOMBS
Collect Power Bombs to blow

open yellow doors and certain

blocks. You can find 50 in the game. ^ SAVE POINTS
r Save your progress at these

stations. Save your lowest time on

i file.A ENERGY TANKS
Energy Tanks keep Samus breath-

ing. Fourteen can be found. They

increase energy by 100. w RESERVE TANKS
r Four extra tanks can be found to

back up the primary Energy Tanks.

>
HIDDEN PASSAGES
Hidden Passages look like solid

walls, but you can pass through them

t the places marked by this symbol.



CRATERI

A

t From the start point at the ship in

Crateria, go left into the rocky cave then
down to the main elevator leading to

Bi instar, which is marked by the rinmuei

map to help you find your location. In some
tips, you'll be referred to previous num-
bers, which means that you should return

to those locations. If you ever become lost

and wind up spending time searching for a

location, don't worry. Just don't save the

game. Once you find the correct area, start

the game over from the previous Save Point

and go directly to the correctlocation. In

this way, you'll always keep your time fast.)

2. Just to the left is the Morphing Ball (A).

Jump up over the rock pillar to reach it.

3. Go to the right and down to find the first

Missile (B).

4. Return to Crateria via the elevator and
save the game.
5. Get the Bombs (C) next. ,

6. DefeatTorizo by shooting its face.

Collect the energy and Missiles in the

rocks it throws.
7. Save again at #4. Bomb to get the

Missiles below the Save Point.

8. Go up and bomb to the left. At the

bottom of the slanted tunnel is an

Energy Tank.

9. Continue left to the Brinstar elevator.
‘

START

NORFAIR
15. Go down on the

BRINSTAR room, right, then down the fake

pipe in the door.

12. Get the Super Missiles (E). Go Bg
left to the green door and use the

Super Missiles to open it. Open KS9
the green door in the chamber H
above where you got the Charge HH
Beam. RJnl
13. Go right and down. In the spiked pWJ
room, Dash under the spikes.

Continue down. At the bottom, charge

C
ur Missiles, then go to the right.

Pass through the watery area to reach

the elevator down to Norfair.

red door, get: the

mfbtjj .- ..vcCfl Eneigy Tank, then

.
BBH bomb through the

B| floor and continue

: to the left.

lb

. ..— .....I..— .MfVnl Jump Boots (F),

then get the missile tank up to the right

and up. You'll have to defeat the Sova to

open the gray door. Go across the tunnel

to the Save Point and save your progress.

s and ener-

I
the thorns,

ip out of the

SUPER METROID

BRINSTAR



Missiles and energy at the pipe. (Areas like this

can be found throughout the game. Spending a

minute or two can fill up your tanks for the rigors

ahead. It's worth the few minutes you'll spend

there.)

24. Go through the right, green door and Dash

along the collapsing floor to reach the Speed

Booster (I).

25 Speed
Dash back to

the left, out-

running the
,

rising lava,

oluvaio:. I % )
'

' iV, ‘ V"i:f
|;

r":-_ \
' _ _ •_....

ceiling in the

fr'^TTtt S3? room with

Beetoms.

Nortar and
'

i :! .<
~ .gyiy

door on the
b -'I ^1

right. Pass

through the

long lava cham-

ber, then go up in the bubble room to the left

door andthe Save Point.

21 Bomb yourway down through the red floor,

then take the door leading downward. Go to the

bottom of the shaft- and right into and through

two lava rooms.

22 Jump up through the quaking shaft and enter

the door on the left. Cross the lava in Morphing

Ball form on the floating platforms.

23. Jump up in the rocky shaft, take the left

door, go up in the bubble area and fill up with

17. Return to the watery area in Brinstar and

jump up to reach the Spazer (G) near #14 if you

want it. The triple shots are nice, and you don't

lose much time reaching it. On the other hand,

you can move directly to face mini-Kraid and

big-Kraid.

18. At the top of the Norfair elevator, use a Super

Missile on the right wall to enter the mini-boss

area. (You can blast and bomb your way to the

right and up to a Save Point before going against

the Kraid clan.) Blast mini-Kraid a few times to

quiet him down, then continue to the right.To

enter the final room, zap the eyeball doorkeeper

with three Missiles. The eyeball will be replaced

by a blue door.

19. Defeat Kraid using Super Missiles fired into

his open mouth. (See the final page for tips on

defeating bosses.) Beyond Kraid's chamber to

; the right you’ll get the Varia Suit (H). Save the

’ game at the Save Point to the left and above
’ Kraid's chamber. Then get the Energy Tank in the

26. Enter the top left door and Speed Dash

beneath the closing doors. Continue left and

upward.

Super Bomb on the floor. Go all the way to the

32 From the bottom of the shaft, go through the

door and Dash to the right. Don't stop until you

reach the room with two doors.

33. Before moving on, go up one level to the Save

Point. The green door below leads toCroc, a mini-

in this fight. Each charged shot into Croc's open

mouth forces it back to the right toward the pool

of lava. Eventually, you’ll force it back into the

Croc's'shots

and you’ll back

it up quickly.

qameatthe
Save Point to

H making abre-

viated

jumps. (You

can shorten

the height of

Samuss
jump by

tapping the

jump button
rather than

pushing and holding it.) If you get caught by a

sucker, jump and snoot to escape.

30. Bomb down into the red rock shaft and enter

the green door. Cross the room of sucker plants

cautiously to receive the Power Bomb (K).Use a

Power Bomb on the wall above the statue and

get more Missiles.

31 Return to the top Save Point in Norfair and

save the game. Go back above and to the left to

the room with the bars that drop from the ceiling

and Speed Dash beneath them to the left Use a

27. From the top, just beneath the blue door,

bomb down into the narrow passage until you

see a narrow opening on the right where crea-

tures appear. Beyond that is the Ice Beam (J).

Once you have the Ice Beam, go back to the Save

Point.

28. Return to Brinstar and the tall shaft with red

rock walls.

29. Climb up the shaft using the Ice Beam to

freeze the Rippers, which you can then use as

jumping platforms. At the very top is a door lead-^—a ing to the right.

“ Continue

EW Hfl through the

9BEpw '
rooin l3eV°nc *-

Jt| freezing ene-

mies and hopping

gHSR35:j^Mp^ over them while

PBraB-JKr-fSvII avoiding the

spikes and suck-

flj cjfl er Plants by

the left of

Croc's pit.

NORFAIR

khii 5 m:

HIrI 1 /

'

iJOsO



35. Go all the way down and use Super Bombs to

destroy the rocks on the floor, then Dash from the
right to the left, up the ramp and jump. You'll soar

through the air and reach the room with the Grappling

Beam(L).

36. Use the Grappling Beam to go upward and across
the water areas. Hit the green switch with a Super
Missile to open the door. In the room with the metal
Ripper, use the Grappling Beam on the Ripper to reach
the red door. Inside, you’ll get more Power.Bombs.
37. Back in Croc's cave, go all the way to the right

using multiple Grappling Beam jumps to reach theH Energy Tank. Return

to the Save Point at

#33. Continue to the

left from the top of

the shaft and use the

Grappling Beam to

cross the top of the"
lava chamber to

reach the Missiles.

38. Return to Brinstar

and go to #29 where
\rou can get the X-Ray
Scope by using the

Grappling Beam to

cross the ceiling of the

dark room. (Although

'ts not necessarY the

Scope can be very use-
I S^SSL-r^BSam ful in finding hidden
passages and items. It's worth the time spent to get

it) Go all the way up the red rock shaft to Crateria and

save your game in Samus's ship.

39. Go into the cave to the right of the ship. Cross the
water using the Grappling Beam. Pick up the Missiles.

Continue to the Wrecked Ship.

WRECKED SHIP
40. Move downward to the bottom of the first shaft

inside the Wrecked Ship -Bomb through the floor

and shoot

a missile

through

ber and blast all the creatures, then leave to

the left. Look for the outside area shown in the
screen shot where you'll bomb downward.
43. Return to the right toward the Wrecked
Ship. Use the Grappling Beam to cross over the
spikes. Use the Morphing Ball in the Chozo's

hands. He'll deliver you to the Gravity Suit (0).

44. Go through the left door and use bombs to

reach the room with robots. Knock the robots

into the holes, then Super Jump up the chimney

at the right. The X-Ray Scope will show an

invisible hole in front of the Reserve Tank so

you can jump over it.

45. Go through the spike room, then up through

false ceilings and to the left. Cross the water
tank roOm to get the Energy Tank, then return

to the right; go down and exit to Crateria.

door.

Open the

room to

Phantoon
with the

standard

Missiles in the doorkeeper’s eye.

4t Defeat Phantoon by shooting Super
Missiles, Missiles or the Charge Beam in its eye

when it is open or when Phantoon is in solid

form. Five Super Missiles are all you need, but

you'll have to make sure each one hits. You can

get more Missiles from the

blue shots with eyes. Alter
!'‘ .r !o.;no;jt of

h.isr-ss :>“ power will I

icl.-- :-i ft;
||||§g|||

Ship. Go upstairs, ge t the HBHR
Super Missiles beyond : lie

gray door, then go to the

Save Point and save. Watch
out for sparking wires. HHRB
42. Go up to the top cham- BBBBHbHE

|S| long shaft.

Continue

left through

EjBiggHBBgBS^l thequick-

sand room.

Go down
' from the

room and

through the red door to the Map room.

49. Keep going left until you find a hole that

drops into a corridor. To the left is the glass

tunnel. Use a Super Bomb to blast it open, then

Save in the room just below. Now, climb back
up into Maridia and jump all the way to the top.

46. Go down into the cave to

Maridia and bomb a hole upward
from the watery tunnel to keep

moving left. Take the elevator

into Maridia and save the game.

47. Go down and left. In the

sandy chamber, go left, then

jump up on the small ledges to

get over the left wall. Go down
and use a Super Missile on the

green door. You'll fall down i

How are you doing in your

time trial? Check your time

against those listed for

each item. Once you get an

item, save the game as

soon as possible. Items list-

ed in gray are not required,

but they may be useful.

A: Morphing Ball : 03:00

B: Missile : 04:00

C: Bomb : 06:00

D: Charge Beam : 08:00

E: Super Missile : 14:00

F: Hi-Jump Boots : IB-.OO

G: Spazer : 80:00

Defeat KRAID .• 88:00

H: Varia Suit .- 83:00
B, C: To Crateria

Pg. 61

D: To Crateria
Pg. 61

J: Ice Beam : 31:00

K: Power Bomb .- 33:00

L: Grappling Beam : 40:00

M: X-Bag Scope 43:00

IM: Wave Beam : 47:00

Defeat Phantoon 57:00

0: Gravity Suit .- 59:00

Defeat Oraygon 1:09.00

P: Space Jump : 1:11.00

0: Plasma Beam hlG.OO

R: Spling Ball : 1:81.00

PHAIMTOOIM



IISPHpBM Tanks.) With or without the

LA|M&’ija Plasma Beam, return to

HH«gi Samus's Ship in Crateria,

t; then go down into Brinstar

t'.
where yougot the Morphing

Ball. Use the Super Bomb to

|3|
the left wall, then head

^33 down and to the right, back

to Norfair. Use the Save Point at #25. Go right

and Super Dash through the stones. Go up

through the bubble area using bombs, then head

to the top of the chamber and to the right.

56. Use the Grappling Beam and Space Jump to

cross over to the red door, behind which you II

find the Wave Beam (N). (This item is optional,

I
left and down,

i lava just beneath

Use the Grappling Beam to reach the far

right platform and go through the blue door. Go

up and to the right to get the Missiles, then go

back and all the way down and through the

green door.

Use Super Bombs to blast down to the Save

Point. In the pink room, use the Super Jump to

reach the Missiles. Then go to the blue door in

the upper left using the Super Jump.

Keep moving to the right and use a Super

, . n Bomb to

r *T ,l

".T tl clear a pipe.

N°w v° u'U

i,ave

enough

i BwBjfWtjjigt space to

Dash
through the

li iTu If I 'Toll'll
wa!l t0 liie

right and
reach

Get the I

quicksand area to the Save Point.

Drop down and go through the green door,

then drop through the spike floor. Beat the

doorkeeper with three Missiles and tight

Draygon. Get the Space Jump (P).

Return to the Save Point above. Charge up

and save, then go back to #47 and use the

Space Jump to reach the Plasma Beam (Q).

(This is notional It is a stronq weapon, but it will

take some time to reach that might be better

spent collecting extra Missiles and Energy

57 Go back to #21 by hea

When you reach an area 1

the right wall, then move to the right. Go to the ,

left after passing through the green door. Set

off a Super Bomb and go down to the bottom. 1

64 Use the Screw Attack in the room with the ;

armored Space Pirates, then shoot them with

Missiles.

6 5 Ridley is to the left Defeat it using Super

Missiles, Missiles, or the Charge Beam. Shoot

at a 45-degree angle, preferably with Super
Missiles. If the

winged boss

grabs you, rapid-

mK&r-f:
. V push back and

WM X :

v

' tut. fTV to ‘ >h ap diem KSj i

j. {
pushing

B5 SBSrar ton. Look for the

tail to indicate

an attack. You

Jump to keep Samus in the air above the Torizo's

shots. Although the Torizo isn't a boss, you need

to defeat it to get the Screw Attack, and it is

tough. Aim for its head or its body just before it

throws a weapon. Once you recognize the vul-

nerable^ose,

! Get the Screw Attack (S) and charge up your

Energy Tanks at the Charge Unit.

Go up and to the right, break the columns

and continue to the right. Go through the door

and climb up to the Save Point.

63, At the bottom of the shaft, set bombs on

bomb
through it

and then

bomb to

the left.

Keep
going left

until you
reach the

58. Dive in and Space Jump up and left. Save

your progress before taking the elevator down.

Make sure you have plenty of energy. Go left

from the elevator's base and use the Space

BBTJsea'super Bomb against the far left wall

to reach the Chozo, who will drain thelake so

nfUTght
9
the Golden Torizo using Super Missiles

and Missiles or the Charge Beam. Use the Space Energy Tank in the right wall of the room beyond

HBWAYBSaiW



Ridley's chamber after your glorious victory.
' Go up to the room with the stone face in the

right wall. Blast your way into the next cham-

ber. Use the Space Jump to reach the Energy

Tank in the lower room without landing on the
spikes.

67 Go up to the very top of this area and walk
through the left wall. (This hole is invisible to X-
Rays.)

Continue left and up and work your way
back to the ship in Crateria.

6

9

The Golden Statue of bosses doesn't block

the path to Tourian any longernow that you've

defeated all of the boss characters. Take the

elevator down into Tourian.

TOURIAN
70 Head downward and to the right to save
your progress. Tourian is a pretty straight shot,

but you'll run into enemies, including Metroids.

7 1 Freeze the Metroids and blow them up with

is automatic. You did it. Since

you made the entire journey

in underthree hours, you’ll

get the best ending-Samus
Aran reveals her true identi-

ty by taking off the bulky

Congratulations!

The giant metroid

squeezes Samus for all

but one of her energy

|

[PlHlfii/\VTffMM/ WRECKED SHIP

1

~ Phatoons blue drops
I cause the most problems,

y'f'7 I
but you can shoot them to

1

* 1

;
get Missiles and energy.

. .
....’ Blast Phantoon when it is

solid or when its eye is
°

I open. Use Super Missiles,

. WA*,,. I Missiles or the Charge
'

f,
°

: Beam to be effective.

Kraid begins by rising out

of the floor of spines.

Only shots into his open
mouth will be effective.

Three Super Missiles

will do the trick. First,

shoot Kraid to get him to

open his mouth. Blast the

spikes he shoots to col-

lect energy and Missiles.

The first boss character

won't last long. He comes
to life automatically after

you take the bombs. The
stones he throws contain

energy and Missiles. If

you blast them you

shouldn't run out. Shoot

the Torizo in the face with
your blaster or anywhere
with Missiles.

Mother Brain waits
behind a shield of glass

and a barricade of

Zebetites. Missiles are

the key. Bring as many as

you can to blast both the

Zebetites (the blocking

columns) and Mother
Brain's enclosure.

Once you enter the

chamber, blast the four

wall cannons so that

they’re sparking. Use the

^ Grappling Beam when
-5-, Draygon grabs you,

g* shooting it into one of

the sparking cannon
'f ! holes. The current will

zap Draygon in less than
VOLUME 95 l

®j) MOTHER BRAIN

BLAST THE BOSS Here are the basics on beating the Metroid bosses. Save prior to attacking them.



wouldn't become lost easily. If wiping the floor with en'e-

[mies proves to be. easy in the first few levels, don't get f

[chip on your shoulder. The really tough battles will begin

i at the Military Base.

p in the Mad is tM perfect proving ground for

warriors. While its mazes offer plenty of devilish

»nd sonie^ierce fird. fights, ftheir routes were

to be%airlMBhear :
so thatsnovice navigators

5TART

This first maze is straightforward, but remember to double back when

you've entered the roomjust before the exit. If you make your way

back to the hallway that leads to the zigzag room, an elevator will

open in the area on the far left side of the map.

Doom’s 22
Diabolical Designs

prove that Nintendo Power always brings !

you the most complete information anywhere,

we've even included full layouts of all the secret lev-

els. With these maps in hand, you'll actually have a fight-

g chance at finishing off Doom's demonic hordes.

Area^-K-nee-Deep-in4he-Gead

NINTENDO POWER
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START

B@@p<

START

The Refinery has two exit doorsflf you want to go to the Military

Base, you'll have to head to the'area on the lower right side of the map
and find the mechanism that raises a bridge near the level's beginning.

"Only the bravest soldiers should pick this path!

331*VHITfUl

This maze willreally test your mettle! The enemy will come at you in

swarms in open areas that have little or no protective positions. You

can enter the larger chambers in almost any order, but be sure to leave

the large area shown on the bottom of the map for last.

When you enter the room that’s just beyond the Computer Stations yel-

low door, you'll have to act fast to deal with a swarm of snipers lurking

overhead. Locate the elevator on the left side of the room, then take the

battle up to the snipers' hidden position.

START

START

Phobos Anomaly is the first area's final maze, but you'll need some seri-

ous firepower to get out of it alive! There are a couple of Barons waiting

in the star area on the map, so be sure to restock your arsenal in the

chambers on either side of the main corridor.

Command Control is the first place you'll find the Radiation Suits, and

you're definitely going to need them in the long tunnels filled with toxic

sludge. The map will also come in handy, especially while you’re navi-

gating the maze in the upper right section of the map.



ILLII^IJ UFTteil
The mazes in Area 2 are more difficult to navigate, and they present new breeds of beasts

and force combatants to find new ways to get from one region on a map to another. In

fact, getting through the Shores of Hell requires a shift in how players approach the

game: While most of Area 1 placed an emphasis On picking off enemies rather than puz-

zling over which way to proceed, Area 2 puts a higher premium on good puzzle-solv-

ing and navigational skills. While you wander around these labyrinthine levels, make

sure that you check your maps frequently to get a fix on your current location.

When you enter this

maze, don't use the first

teleport you come

across. Instead, work

your way to the end of

the hallway, pick up the

Blue Key, and use the

sniper's nest to take out

any enemies below.

START

can use that first teleport

with less risk! When you

eventually reach the

room in the upper right

portion of the map, blast

your way up the stairs

and push the button.

Finally, backtrack to the

sniper's nest and use the

new teleport to gain a

Plasma Gun.

The Refinery is full of

toxic sludge, so pre-

pare to take some seri-

ous damage unless

you can locate the

Radiation Suits. While

you avoid getting

mired in muck, don't

forget to find the prop-

has two exits to choose

from, both of which

can be found in the

lower left section of

the floor plan. Be sure

to pick the one in the

left corner of the

map—it leads to the

Fortress of Mystery!

NINTENDO POWER



The Hall's exit is close to its entrance, but,

unfortunately for those who were hoping

for a fast way out, it's blocked by a series

Of blue, red, and yellow doors. You'll need

all three keys to escape, so don't bother

backtracking to the level's beginning until

you have them all in hand. The Red Key is

by far the hardest to locate, but if you head

to the upper right corner of the map,

you're bound to come across it. And here's

a piece of advice: Going through the yel-

low door located in the lower left section

of the maze will earn you plenty of trouble

and very few rewards.

IombI

Be sure to skip this level if you don't like surprises! You'll be

attacked as soon as you enter this secret maze, but if you can

survive the initial onslaught, you'll be able to completely

restock your arsenal.

START

The Lab is one enormous maze with lots of

pathways to explore. But the fun of finding your

way around can turn into frustration if you end

up hunting fruitlessly for the door to the next

level! In case you're getting exasperated, here

are a few tips for finding the exit: First, make

your way to the round room with the ring

around it (shown near the bottom of the map).

Once inside the room, locate the teleport that

will take you to the area shown on the upper

left side of the maze. Next, jump into the pool

of sludge and press the button located to the

left. Back into the teleport just behind you, then

use the same teleport again when you're back

in the round room. Believe it or not, the next

level will be within your reach!

'

J J Hi J - i J -i
i-iiiiiihw

:m =h=MWIP
When ypu enter, you'll see a pillar with four buttons, each cor-

responding with a supply room. Press the buttons to see what's

in each room. You can enter only one room, so pick the one

with the supplies youmeed.
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While the Inferno's maps look more simple than many of the previous mazes, their poten-

tial for serious harm is actually a lot higher. Expect to see larger numbers of the most

dangerous enemies, open areas where little protection is offered, ard exit doors that seem

so close bui are actual y so far away. Ihe Inferno's top tip? Nab the BFG in Pandemonium!

that's easier said than ddne—but you

shouldn't despair if you fall. Just use

the pathway that goes around the

edge of the area to get back on

safer ground. ?

If you look at this level as a big glove, you'll be spending most

of your time defeating enemies in the fing^ra^Lopk for ammo,

and weapons around the glove's pinkie.

We don’t want to spoil all the fun of finding the BFG, but here

are a couple of pointers: You can either access this powerful

weapon by heading up the right-hand stairway in the central

chamber or by searching the paths stemming off the horizontal

hallway that's shown in'the lower half of the map.

START

START

The House of Pain's combination of tight hallways

and open areas will give you feelings of both over-

exposure and claustrophobia. And because almost

every area is infested with enemies, this is definite-

ly one of those levels that calls for peeking around

corners and doorways before you go barreling into

battle. While you may want to rush through the

House in search ofthe exit (which is located in the

lower left corner of the map), you should just take

your time and have plenty of patience or it will be

you who feels the pain!

Afea~3^nf€TfjQ
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Being one large, open area with only a minimal number of

buildings, Mt. Erebus is one of Doom's most unusual levels.

If you want to go to the Gate, you must first find the Blue Key

in the triangular area on the bottom of the map, then locate

the small passage on the right side of the map. But if you

want to reach Warrens, focus your attention on the rectan-

gular room in the center.

START

Like Hell Keep, Warrens is a wide open space, but this space

is jam-packed with some of the toughest enemies in the

game. Enter with plenty of ammo, take a quick step back as

soon as you step in, then blast away.

This is Doom's final maze, but before declaring yourself the

victor, you'll have to defeat the game's toughest foes! try fir-

ing on the -evil fiends while carefully working your way
around the edge of the arena.

...

With its large system of teleports and its maniacal lava maze, the

Gate is arguably the most complex level in the game. Because it's

so complicated, we recommend that you study the map well and

pay very close attention to where each teleport takes you.

START



screen are designed to make portable play even brighter. Ana portaDiiiTy i

the name of the game. Pocket weighs less than five ounces—small enough

to fit in the palm of your hand, powerful enough to play every Game Boy

Pak ever produced. But when you take Game Boy pocket with you, you'll

have to be careful. You don't want to lose a green pocket in the grass.

Leave a yellow one by the bananas. Or drop a clear one in the pool.

Came Boy pockets are small. Very small. They can camouflage them-

selves to hide from predators. You know, those game fanatics who

won't leave them alone. This month, they're hiding in the pages of

Nintendo Power. Lots of them, but we're not going to tell you how 1

many. You'll have to scour every page to search them out. And be fore-

warned: They can be very, very sneaky. They can be very tiny. Or only

partially visible. And they're, just as likely to creep onto N64 or Super

NES pages as they are to show up in Game Boy reviews. Try to find all of

hem, then enter for a chance to win a Game Boy pocket in the color of

NINTENDO POWER

now found in six
tasty colors

find the Game Boy pockets!



here's how to enter
Count the Game Boy pockets hidden throughout this-rSpie. Send

with your name and address, to the address shown below by M,

25 winners!
Nintendo Power

Hide 'n' Seek Contest
P.O. Box 97085

Redmond, WA 98073-9785

'b

y
We'll draw 25 winners from arh'ong all entries with the correct tally. We'll print

the correct number-and disclose the hiding places-in June's Player's Pulse!

, Don't forget to count the Game Boy pockets shown on this page, but
remember that the test of them will be harder to find. Now get to it-

you don't have to count to 10 before you start seeking!
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Kirby's back in a

stellar new puzzler £
for Game Boy. How X.
does it stack up?
After playing for hours.

Power editors agree* It's

easy to pick up

—

but impossible to

put downl

Puzzle Paks have always been some of the top offerings for

Game Boy, and Kirby's Star Stacker is one of the best of the

bunch. In the terrific tradition of games like Tetris, this puz-

animal friends that

! Jl-'Ti~Nor?& As the game pro-

~'S~
) \

gresses, whole new

*<j> rows of blocks peri-

Od
—

;

odically appear at the

bottom of the screen,

and, of course, those

? faster and faster.— " While Kirby's Star

Stacker may sound similar to some other puzzlers, we're

certain that once you've gotten your hands on it, you'll

find that it has so much variety and so many twists that you

won't want to let go. In this Pak, Kirby stacks up three

challenging, one-player variations, and with a Game Link,

you can go head-to-head with a friend! So whether you're

a Kirby's fan or just a real puzzle fanatic, grab your Game

tier features pairs of falling objects

lipulate and move around the screenyou must mani

attempt to

clear away as

many stars as

you can. Put

simply, the

stars will

only disap-

pear after

they've been

sandwiched

between two

identical ani-

mal blocks. stacking!



KIRBY'S STAR STACKER

In this mode, you must clear a certain number of stars

before you can progress to a new round of play. You

have to complete a series of rounds to finish each skill

level, and the harder you

set the game, the faster the

pairs of blocks will fall.

When you finish on Super

Hard, try the aptly named

Insane setting!

I®ROUND CLEAR l®

If you want to win in the

harder levels of Round
Clear, your best bet is to

keep an open lane, two-

critters wide, down the

center of the screen. If

you just let the blocks fall

willy-nilly, you'll quickly

run out of room.

WINS
K^^olosses

mmmmm
1

X< 0,LOSSES

Test yourself in Time Attack to see how many stars you can 7
s

clear in just three minutes. While it's a good idea to start

on an easy skill level, if you're looking to clear a lot of V.
stars, you're going to have to set the game on a harder set- ^
ting. The higher skill ^essis

~ PICK OF THE PAK l
Star Stacker, all of them centered around clearing stacks of stars from the screen by

modes share a similar style of play, they all have unique objectives and, as an added
four games are a blast, but the competition really heats up in the Vs. mode,

io can be the first fill up the other's screen with critters!

levels start you off with

lots of stars and

friend blocks

on the screen,

which sets up

the opportunity for

cool chain reactions.

SOL..

JUST HOW
MRNY *’S

CRN VOU iFj
STOCK IN®
MINUTES?

HI

~T7^ vt.-tfc

IT fea©

©
g

ut.]

ijgg;

The Vs. mode pits two

players against each other

as they race to clear stars

from their own screens and

add them to their oppo-

nents' stacks. Every time a

player clears stars, a new
row of blocks appears at

the bottom of his or her opponent's screen. When one play-

er's stack reaches the top of the screen, the game is over. The

action quickly becomes fast and furious, so the player with

the fastest reflexes, the cleverest strategies, and most luck

After a victor is declared in the Vs. game, the winning player will be
rewarded with a screen image showing his or her own conquering

character in a moment of glory. Ah, the sweet smell of success!

The Challenge mode allows you to play a variety of skill lev-

els without any time restraints or the goal of clearing a spe-

cific number of stars. If you start on the Normal setting, the

game will begin slowly and eventually progress to harder

levels of play. If you'd rather jump right into the thick

of things, use the Very Hard setting to start with faster

falling blocks.

GAME

BOY



WART ITAtKIN

You can flip the pairs of falling blocks irit

izontal positions by pressing the A, B,

move them back and !
—

forth across the screen
f

by pressing Left or Right

on the Control Pad. You
j __

can clear stars only by
j ^

sandwiching them
j

between two identical pn^pxxpn

animal friends. I

To clear loads of stars, and in turn, rack up tons of points,

try creating a chain reaction! While there are many ways

to make chain reactions occur, they often happen when a

falling Friend

rF ^'°c '< c iears a star

m and causes a shift

O? in the stacks that

A ^ Cl leads to more stars

3 ^ I and Friend Blocks

being cleared from

PrS vS- 1 PS yfWSa the screen.
If the pair shown above keeps

on this course, no stars will

be cleared. The pair to the left

will clear a whole line!

These shots show a cool chain reaction.

In all, the falling hamster, Rick, clears one

star and five other Friend Blocks.

Dee Dee, the character on the right side of the screen, tries to make your game

tougher by adding new lines to the bottom of the stacks. The additional row can

send you over the top if your stacks are high. Try to keep the center rows clear.

When you see Dee Dee's shaking fist instead of his face, you'll know that a new

row is about to be added. r,y v---y

If your stacks are get ting

really high, you’d better

keep clearing the center rows so that they can accom-

modate falling critters. If you don't, the new lines Dee

FRIEND BLOCtf?
CHAIN REACTION?

7

a> H &1
1

-



KIRBY'S STAR STACKER

STELLAR STRATEGIES^
While you're bound to discover that there are lots of ways to earn high scores in Kir

Stacker, you definitely won't rack up many stars without some very sound strategi

true in any great puzzle game, the best moves are always made by thinking ahead.

score goes up with every star you clear, so try to make the falling Friend Blocks count,

ion the falling pairs so that they can clear as much of the screen as possible as they land.

,
Keep a close eye on the box in the upper right so you'll

. :

j - _ know what pair is going

/Xl !aSP»r to fall next.

Rick the hamster could be placed
|

on the right side of the stacks to Jjc
clear a couple of blocks, but

placing him as shown yields a lot more points. In fact, the
chain reaction it causes clears about half of the screenl

Pay close attention to the 5§si=a
line that's created when ? jagg
Dee Dee slams his fist < l^i*j

down. Sometimes the new < *5?^
line sets up new plays, so 2

watch for possibilities. In
j
cSs”*

the upper picture on the h

right, the bottom line creat- qi1

ed by Dee Dee ends up scoring some

points for the player. The next line,

however, doesn't seem to help at

all . . . at least not yet.

If you're having a really tough time getting high scores on

the harder skill levels, you may find it useful to change the

game to an easier setting. All the best puzzle games require

practice before you can become a proficient player, and

Kirby's Star Stacker is certainly

no exception to the rule! Be
jj

B| r 3^
patient and start out slow. - ft

When up your i
|

skills and perfected the many f ?

strategies for stacking stars, try
;f

>

your hand at a harder setting.
\ i,

a real bonus for players who like to set goals

for themselves, Kirby's Star Stacker saves

your best three scores in both

J Challenge and Time Attack. The

Records screen also shows the diffi-

r culty levels you had the game set on

when you achieved your high scores. This is

a particularly nice feature for staging chal-

lenges, trying to improve your play, or just

showing off to your friends!

I CHALLENGE I SuTIHE ATTACK

LCORif 9F§fSi?**

MOLD FSR THE 1^*6

NO. 2. 1003 •

NO.2

NO.3



WATCH

modern

Like the other Game & Watch updates,

the new Fire game features such well-

known Nintendo luminaries as Mario

and Luigi, who are apparently moon-

lighting as firefighters. Toad and

ill bounce

Fire was one of the first Came & Watch hits,

way into many a back pocket and briefcase. T

is to use a net to save people jumping out of

building. The catch is that
^

they bounce! Juggle them jT
1 " '

,>>y

into a waiting ambulance, |9 jyj

while keeping an eye out

for the next jumper. jP

Donkey Kong

at different speeds, putting a

slightly different spin on

your rescue technique.

You’ll have to catch the jumpers

three times before they’ll

bounce into the ambulance.

Falling eggs will break

open to reveal items.

Let Bob-ombs fall, but

save Super Stars to

erase one miss.



5iniple>yet fun-that was the succe

formula in Still a goi

but that doesn't mean yout^®
on things. This new Manhole

with Yoshi is a case in point! >

ul Game and Watch

combination today,

Manhole was similar to Fire, but it added a second level

orplayj^keep players hopping. You must place a man-

hole-cover under gaps in the platforms to keep the run-

nersfjjBPFi falling. Use the Control Pad to move your

char|Rer back

and forth and 6°"EA
0

press A to move

diagonally. Once mm—mmi
_ ^ m

again, if you rack
' ' «" ,v

up three misses,

the party's Over.

The game's leisurely pace will

soon turn quite frantic. The
diagonal move is essential to

staving off disaster.

Once your game
ends, you'll

receive a hint that

might help you

get a better

score the next
time around. All

the Game &
Watch games
have this handy

feature.

Use Yoshi's nose and tongue to keel

rate manhole covers in place. Unlild

game, you can catch Toad or Dorj

they fall, giving you a bit more leewl

will also slow down and speed up
g

four sepa-

the original

cey Kong as

y. The game

eriodically.

If you're not sup-

porting a cover, a

runner can cross
over it, but then it

will fall. Be ready to

pick ifup before the

next runner comes!
You don't have to wait for the runner to cross the

gap and step on the next platform before you movi

to the next crisis. Once the runner touches the

cover and the game beeps you can move on and he

won’t fall into the pit.

mi
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Oil Panic was one of the most challenging Game &
Watch titles, and it's still a good ride today. You must

catch leaking oil in your bucket and then dump the oil

into a barrel carried by your computer-controlled assis-

tant. Missing a drop or dumping oil on a customer will

count as a spill. You're allowed up to two spills of each

type. Any more

than that, and ^BB .

your service 1 K§f;l
station vyill

close! »'
, |

J’his time it's not faulty plumbing, but Mario's perennial

nemesis Bowser that's making such a sticky mess of

things by dumping oil on the roof. Luckily for ourhero,

Yoshi is on hand below to slurp up the greasy excess.

You'll have two containers for catching oil, one in, each

hand, so you'll often be able to catch and dump atmer
same time. The trick will be gauging the drips to Yoshi's

movements and deciding when to catch and which con-

tainer to use.

The drips often take longer to

fall than you think. Compare
the timing of the drips to the

steps of your assistant to

know when to move.

Your containers

will hold three

drips each. Try to

fill them up evenly

as you go. If a

Question Mark
Block appears, feed Yoshi

some oil when he's stand-

ing right next to it. He'll

breathe a fireball on the

block and expose a Heart,

which will erase one spill.

ggm"

’P
Tmtnntiinnnwn*.i.-tr.i

Sporting stylish flip-top cases, the Game & Watch units com-

bined sophisticated looks with fun colors, much like the Game
Boy and Game Boy Pocket do

today. At about the size of an

N64 Game Pak when closed,

B^HB^BP n high-tech

back in 1980. Nowadays, you

Classic Style
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Player’s Poll—Volume 95
You could win some very cool prizes in our

Player's Poll Contest for April. No fooling! Just Address

fill out this card and send it in. If you don't, the

joke's on you!

Check out the list on page 106, then write down the numbers for your

five favorite games in order of preference, with your top choice first.

A. NES 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

B. Game Boy 1, 2. 3. 4. 5.

C. Nintendo 64 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

D. Which five products are you most interested in playing?

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

E. How old are you?

1. Under 6 2.6-11 3.12-14 4.15-17 5.18-24 6. 25 or older

|

F. Sex

1 . Male 2. Female

What systems do you own?

! G. Nintendo 64 1 .Yes 2.No

H. NES I.Yes 2.No

I. Game Boy I.Yes 2. No

J. Game Boy Pocket 1 . Yes 2. No

K. Super NES 1 . Yes 2. No

BACK ISSUE PLAYER’S GUIDE ORDER FORM
Catch up on the classics. Order Nintendo Power issues listed on

the back of this form. The prices shown include the cost of ship-

ping and handling.

n™

Addr“'

City State/Prov. Zip/Postal Code

> i
1 1 1 1 1 Ml H 1

Q Check or Money Order Q MasterCard Q Visa

Credit Card Number Expiration Date

( 1

Cardholder's Signal]

Membership No. I I 1 I I H I

State/Prov. Zip/Postal

Code

( L
Telephone No.

L. Virtual Boy 1 . Yes

M PC I.Yes

N. Atari Jaguar 1 . Yes

O. Sega Genesis 1 . Yes

P. Sega CD I.Yes

Q. Sega Game Gear 1 . Yes

Ft. Sega Saturn 1 . Yes

S. Sony PlayStation I.Yes

T. 3DO I.Yes

U. Other I.Yes

What additional hardware did

2. No

2. No

2. No

2. No

2. No
2. No

2. No

2. No
2. No
2. No

purchase for your Nintendo 64?

V. N64 Controller Pak (memory) I.Yes 2. No

W. N64 RF Switch/RF Modulator (set) 1 . Yes 2. No

X. N64 Controller I.Yes 2. No

3. 1 don't own an N64

3. 1 don't own an N64

3. 1 don't own an N64

Trivia Question: What's the name of the "Dinosaur Hunter" who stars in comic books and a
Nintendo 64 game?

Answer .

Mail in your card now, and keep your fingers crossed!

INTO ACTION
With Nintendo Power's inside info, you can pump up your

playing skills to pounce on the competition. Bounce back

into the hot strategies and behind-the-scenes stories you

may have missed. Our back issues and Players’ Guides are

power-packed to keep you leaps and bounds ahead of the

rest. Or when game playing has you bouncin' off the walls,

dive into the worlds of our graphic novels. So hop to it and

power up! To get the goods shipped straight to your house,

send your order form to:

Nintendo Power Magazine

P.O. Box 97032

Redmond, WA 98073-9732



Place

First Class

Stamp

Here

Nintendo Power
P.O. BOX 97062

Redmond, WA 98073-9762

Quantity

(Limit 5 of each issue)

#35386 Volume 94 (Mar. ’97)

#35385 Volume93 (Feb. '97)

#33550 Volume 92 (Jan. '97)

#33549 Volume 91 (Dec. '96)

#33548 Volume90 (Nov. '96)

#33547 Volume 89 (Oct. '961

#33546 Volume 88 (Sept '96)

#33545 Volume87 (Aug. '96)

#33544 Volume 86 (July '96)

#33543 Volume 85 (June ’96)

#33542 Volume84 (May '96)

#33541 Volume83 (Apr. ’96)

#33540 Volume 82 (Mar. '96)

#33539 Volume 81 (Feb. '96)

#32589 Volume80 (Jaa '96)

#27658 Volume 67 (Dec. ’94)

#27656 Volume 65 (Oct. '94)

#35514 Set (Vol. 80-85)

#33947 Set (Vol. 74-79)

#33946 Set (Vol. 68-73)

#33103 Set (Vol. 56-61)

#32591 Set (Vol. 50-55)

#32590 Set (Vol. 44-49)

#28404 Set (Vol. 32-37)

#27127 Set (Vol. 26-31)

#26641 Set (Vol. 20-25)

#24949 Set (VoL 13-19)

#20685 Set (Vol. 1-6)

$5.50

$550
$5.50

$5.50

$550
$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$550
$5.50

$550
$5.50

$24.00

$24.00

$24.00

$24.00

$24.00

Canadian

Price

$7.00

S7.00

$7.00

S7.00

S7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

S26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

S26.00

11 . 1 , 1 . . 1 . 1 , ,111

Strategy Guides

#21121 final Fantasy (Vol. 17) $5.50

#19687 Super Mario Bros. 3 (Vol. 13) $550
Players' Guides

#34576 DKC3 Dixie Kong’s DoubleTrouble $13.00

#34484 Super Mario 64 $13.00

#34039 Super MarioRPG $13.00

#32588 DKC2 Diddy'sKongQuest $13.00

#32923 Super Mario \M)rid2'ibshi's Island 313.00

#33340 Chrono Trigger $18.00

#32587 Killer Instinct 313.00

#30143 Donkey Kong Country 313.00

#29022 SuperMetroid S13.00

#27646 Streetfighter II Turbo $18.00

#27919 Mario Paint $13.00

#25956 Top SecretPasswordBook $18.00

#25013 Zelda-A Link to the Past $18.00

#24330 SuperNES S18.00

#22403 NES Game Atlas $18.00

Graphic Novels

#27642 Legend of ZeldaComicBook $13.00

#27643 SuperMarioAdventuresComicBook 312.00

$7.00

$7.00

$17.50

$17.50

$17.50

$18.00

$17.50

$25.50

$17.50

$1750
$1750

$2550

$25.50

S25.50

$25.50

$2550

$1750

$16.00
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50 Winners

m
DON’T HUNT BIONOSAURS

WITHOUT ONE!

OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES

No purchase necessary. To enter,

either fill out the Player's Poll

response card or print your name,

address, telephone number. Vol. 95,

and the answer to the trivia question

on a plain 3 1/2" x 5" card. Mail your

entry to this address:

[ "Nintendo Power"

intendo ol America In
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HY Cfltl'T I BUY LIUESTDCK?

T
he clerk at the livestock store won't

sell you chickens or cattle unless you

have enough grass growing in and

around your fields. The amount of hay you

have is not measured by the pile stacked in

your silo or how much feed you buy at the

store. The clerk keeps track of the number

of grass squares you have growing around

your farm. Remedy your purchase problem

by buying and planting more grass seed

during the spring, summer or fall.

The clerk behind the counter at the livestock

store won't sell you animals that you can't feed.

IHY CHtlT I ItllLE m Y C D HI S

?

T
here are several reasons why your

cows might not produce milk. If

you've just bought your cow from

the store, you won't be able to milk her

for at least 21 days, and only then if

you take care of her every day. You

must feed, brush and talk to your cows

once a day. The happier your cow is,

the more milk she'll produce. If you're

worried about time, don't sweat it-time

stops whenever you step inside the cat-

tle shed. You'll also need to keep your

cattle out of the rain and away from the

moles in your field. One final tip: you

need the milking machine before you

can milk your cows. Look for the

device on sale at your local General

Store for a whopping 1800G.

If you brush and talk to your cow every day,

she'll gradually produce larger quantities of milk.

Don't forget to buy the milking machine for your

cows. You'll find it for sale at the General Store.

I0i mnmo power



S
one of the toughest to reach in the

entire game. To find the barrel, Ellie

the Elephant must complete the course

with Parry the parallel bird flying over-

head. The best way to accomplish this

task is to remember where the high obsta-

cles are located in the stage and time your

jumps accordingly. Your feathered friend

will now transform into the Bonus Barrel

when you reach the No Parry sign.

The trick to finding Stampede Sprint's third Bonus
Barrel is to keep Parry with you through the stage.

If you memorize the locations of the high obsta-
cles in the stage, Parry can go the distance.

[f]j ujhehTis t he dk cd in m ripsaw huge?

S
ince the Ripsaw is chasing you

throughout the entire stage, it's easy

to miss the important details near

the end of the level. Directly below the

letter G is an invisible Auto-fire Barrel. If

you jump for it, you'll blast upward into

an Invincibility Barrel. The Invincibility

Barrel takes the bite out of the saw

blade. Ride the saw to the top of the

level where you'll find Koin and a Steel

Barrel. Stand above Koin and toss the

barrel to the left to claim your prize.

If you time your leap just right, you can spring for

the invisible Auto-fire Barrel beneath the letter G.

The Auto-fire Barrel shoots you up into an

Invincibility Barrel. The ripsaw can't hurt you now!

At the top of the stage you'll find Koin and a

Steel Barrel. Bonk Koin and grab your DK Coin.

jT] HIHERE 15 THE ]RD BDH11S BARREL ftl 5 HI 0 P V 5 fl LU D ? |j [
7

],

T
he Bonus Barrel most players miss in

Swoopy Salvo is located in the left

tree trunk directly across from the No

Squawks sign. Instead of egging the Green

Don't egg this pathetic Green Zinger. Hold your

fire and fly up the right side of the left tree trunk.

Zinger and entering the right tree trunk, fly

up the right side of the left trunk until you

see Swoopys diving out of a hole. Avoid the

Swoopys and fly inside the left tree trunk.

Go against the Swoopy flow and fly into this hole.

Inside you'll find two Red Zingers waiting foryou.

There you'll see two Red Zingers flying

around in a tight circle. The bees are pro-

tecting an invisible Bonus Barrel. Duck the

bees and make for the barrel.

These circling Red Zingers are protecting an invisi-

ble Bonus Barrel. Dive between the bees to find it

mime 95 @



Pink Bob-

I omb at the top of Wet-Dry World is

A to flood the entire level to the highest

water level. This is a time consuming task

unless you know the trick. If you jump into

the highest part of the painting leading to

Wet-Dry World, the stage will automati-

cally flood. The best way to jump in high

is to execute a Backwards Somersault or a

Triple Jump as you leap into the painting. Reaching the Pink Bob-omb at the top of Wat-
Dry World can take time, but there's a quick trick.

Jump into the highest part of the Wet-Dry
World painting and you'll flood the entire stage.

HOItl DO i GET THE SIKTH STRR III TICK TDCK CIDCK?

T
he transparent star you find near the

entrance of Tick Tock Clock is the

sixth star in the stage. You'll have to

find all eight Red Coins to catch this star.

Jump inside the clock at the top of the

hour, or when the big hand points to

twelve. If you jump in at that exact

moment, the clock gears will freeze. It's

easier to get all the Red Coins when the

clock is stopped. After you collect the

eight Red Coins, the Star will solidify and

float up near the highest part of the clock.

Y
ou'll need the Vanish Cap to reach

the Star inside the Igloo. You'll find

the Vanish cap in the solid Blue

Exclamation Block. If the Blue Block is a

blue vapor square, you'll need to retrace

your steps and finish the Vanish Cap

Course inside the moat. To reach the Blue

Exclamation Block inside the Igloo, exe-

cute a Double jump over the low ice

wall. Once you have the Vanish Cap, you

can run through the rest of the ice wall

inside the igloo and easily reach the star.

This star is frozen in a solid block of ice inside

the Igloo. You'll need the Vanish cap to reach it

@ mmnomm

Hit the Blue Exclamation Block to activate the
Vanish Cap. Now run over and get your star.

If you don’t have the Vanish Cap, return to the
Castle Moat and complete the Wnish Cap Course.



Bonus Moves can be used when your Aggression

Meter is full. Avoid damage until the meter is full.

Bonus Move, you must have a full

Aggression Meter, to execute it. If you

lose your life or 25% of your health, the

Aggression Meter will reset to zero. To

rebuild your Aggression, disengage from

the battle or back away from your enemy

until the meter is fully restored. You'll learn useful new Bonus Moves when you

complete Stages One, Three, Five and Eleven.

Don't let the bad Governor cut you up. You don't

have to use your sword to win the battle.

Use a quick series of Slide Kicks to trap

Governor Ainslee in the far left corner.

Once Ainslee is trapped, you can finish him off

with a rapid combination of uppercuts and sweeps.

HDiU DO I DEFEAT GOUERilDR tUTl 5 LEE?
0j 1

G
overnor Ainslee is waiting for you

with his cutlass at the end of the

Cove in Stage Eleven. You can

defeat him easily if you trap him in the

far left corner. Open your attack with

a series of Slide Kicks until he is

pushed up against the left corner of

the screen. The Slide Kicks will knock

1 no.

him off balance. Once he's down and

trapped, you can hit him with a series

of uppercuts or sweeps. Repeat this

until he resigns.

FAST FACTS]
($1,50 per minute. Callers under 18 1 Or write to:.Counselors' Corner, P.O. Box 97033

j

need parental permission to call.)
|

Redmond,WA 98073-9733
.

—

_

In Canada Call:

l-gDO-451-Qt+OD

(S2.00 per minute. Callers under 18

need parental permissiontocall.)

HI GDLD SUPER UIRRID RPG PIIIOCEHID

fl: Is Kim Wu's Dragon Punch pop-up also a

Special move?

A: No. It’s only a pop-up, not a Special move.

A: My game doesn't save my highest combo

scores. Why not?

H: This is one of the features that does not

save. It resetswhenever you turn off the

power.

Q: What do 1 get for finding all the treasure

boxes?

fl t Nothing! But the Treasure Box Monster in

Monstro will tell youwhen you have them.

A: What does the Fungi Lamp do?

fl: The Fungi Lamp restores your HP and FP,

just like when you stay at an inn. Stand in

front of it and press theA Button.

A'. Can 1 enter any of the doors and windows in

the first stage?

fl : No. You can enter only the archways.

A : What isthe purpose of the pages?

fl : Collect the pages to gain special abilities,

such as high jumping or attack spins.

raSw
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The UltfffTgrte Sacrifice
You'll encounter the Queen Alien in Surface Area

#10 in the Red Hot mission. Contrary to what is

mentioned in the instruction manual, the Blue Flame

Thrower does more damage to the Queen Alien than

the Red Flame Thrower does. |ust make sure that

you conserve your blue fuel before the battle.

Don tApelpsurned by tire Flame
Unlike otljer titles that feature bad bosses at the

end of the game. Prince of Persia II guards its

ending with a fairly difficult puzzle. You'll have to

defeat a sentry and jump in front of a burning

torch to break the spell cast on the sleeping

princess.



Choose^MrseSy
The final soldier in the Airship is tpugh, especially

if you don't have a gun, but you can defeat him if

you remember his pafttern and time your jumps.

After you finish the stage, you'll have to choose

the chalice that is the Holy Grail. If you make the

wrong choice, your father will perish.

Rout'p^^al Krytos /
The game? finaTencounter takes place in General

Krytos's spaceship high above the earth. While

you can select X-O Njanowar, General Krytos has

a tough time getting past Ironman's Roundhouse

Kick. If this is your first attempt at beating the

game, save your thumbs and go with Ironman.



Knock n^Pbevil Out of Uisconty
Visconty /the Devil is a green reptile waiting for

Ardy inside the Royal Throne room. You can't hurt

Visconty until Don Jacoby shows up and destroys

his purple force field. Then you can use the jet

platform to blast up to Visconty and knock the

in One
The Demon Gargoyle transforms three times

before being defeated. At first he splits into two

fireball-shooting gargoyles. After you hit him 30

times, his eyes shoot twin lasers. When you hit

him 40 more times, he changes into three flying

gargoyles. Hit him 50 more times to win the game.
scales right off his back.



There's a whole lot of shakin' going on in

Nintendo's Blast Corps.

Although most people think of the N64 as a machine that max-

imizes creative fun, it can be used for destructive fun, as well.

In Blast Corps, players operate heavy demolition machines in

order to save the world from a nuclear nightmare. Piloting 12

machines of destruction

through the dozens of areas

where a leaking nuclear mis-

sile vehicle must pass, play-

ers race against time to clear

the way of obstacles that

could make the nukes crash

and blow. That would be a

bad thing. The good thing is that you have serious machinery I

to work with—machines that slam, pulverize, and crumble the I

foundations of any unfortunate building that gets in the way. I

Blast Corps also gives players freedom of choice—freedom to
|

choose their own path and to choose which vehicle (from I

those available) that they will drive. In addition to the stages I

where you knock over towns, Blast Corps has lots of bonus I |
areas with special vehicles and goals. The development team

j

1

at Rare also included extensive help for the early stages of the
j

I

game in the form of pop-up messages and hints. These mes-
i
I

sages come in handy since the game includes a number of sub-
j

1

goals, and each vehicle has very different demolition charac- f

teristics. But the real stand-out feature of Blast Corps is the 8

graphics, including dramatic explosions, clouds of dust and 1

smoke kicked up by your rampage. Destruction for destruc- f

tion's sake may be fun for a while, but in the end, players find I

more satisfaction in mas-

tering the different vehi-

cles and overcoming the

inventive obstacles in

each stage. Give this game

a play and you'll see that it

isn't all just smoke and

broken mirrors.

Innovative game play. Great graphics. Lots of levels.

The play control for some vehicles is not intuitive.

p r rF
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Nintendo 64.

When is a port not a port? In the case of Midway's Doom 64,

the game is not a port because all the areas are new—new
maps, new puzzles, new challenges. The rest of the game is

vintage Doom with several outstanding exceptions. Exception

number one is that the 3-D graphics look more realistic than

anything we've seen so far on

the N64, and that's quite an

achievement. Doom 64 also

moves faster and smoother

than any previous incarna-

tion of Doom. The sound is

also exceptional, not to men-

tion being an essential part of

the game play. The stereo

effects can clue you in on the direction of upcoming attacks or

opening passages. In other words, you can hear a door open to

the left, then move in that direction to find it. The game play

remains Doom through and through, which may disappoint

some players who expected more. But Doom fans should

rejoice now that they have the best of all possible Dooms. In the

game, you reprise the role of the lone space marine who
encounters demons from another dimension. The invaders have

taken over an installation on one of the moons of Mars, so help

is not likely. It is your job to stop the invasion before it spreads

further, but all you have to help you in your mission is your own
agility and the scattered weapons and items that you can pick

up along the way. It's an all-out lead-fest with gore and goo pil-

ing up in mounds, which accounts for the Mature rating. But

Doom defines the entire genre of 3-D shooters in the same way
that Tetris defines puzzle games. Everything else is compared to

it. In the case of Doom 64, the competition will be hard-pressed

to match the game play experience or the graphics.

© Realistic, stunning 3-D graphics. Fast. True to the original Doom
games.

Enemy animation too jerky.

'liffiiailijEflspI ps m RTTKteir

More

Kirby's three pals play the I
central role in this puzzle I
game from Nintendo.

[

Although the action looks a
[

bit like Tetris Attack at a fast I

glance, the play turns out to I

be quite different. The best
[

way to clear rows from the I

window is by sandwiching I

star pieces between two pal pieces of the same type. Two Coos I

flanking three stars, for example, will cancel out all five pieces.
[

The sandwich action can

take place horizontally or

vertically and larger chains

earn extra stars that clear

even more pieces from the

screen. Players can choose

from four modes of play

including Round Clear, Vs.,

Challenge, and Time Attack.

The Rules option teaches you how to play while the Records

option keeps track of the best Challenge scores and times for

Time Attack. Kirby's animated antics liven up the victory

screens and the Super Game Boy enhanced border and colors

make the game more than suitable for play on the Super NES.

If the game seems simple at first, try cranking it up a few notch-

es in difficulty. With four levels of challenge, there's a speed for

everybody. There's even a hidden, super insane level of diffi-

culty for masochists. If you can survive more than a few

moments on Insane, give yourself a medal. This month. Power

helps you get started on the road to insanity.

.dpk Seems simple, but is very challenging and fun. Four game play

g# modes. Battery.

A Kirby is just a figurehead. Higher difficulty levels are truly

demented.

Q tiummomm



Game & Watch from Nintendo was a series of hand held game

units produced in the early to mid 1980s. The series featured

LCD screens and games that

managed to be both simple

and challenging. Now, four of

those games have been adapt-

ed to Game Boy in Game &

Watch Gallery. The games

include Oil Panic, Fire,

Octopus and Manhole. Don't

expect any puzzle elements.

It's just pure reaction and increasing speed. Sometimes that's all

you want. Gallery provides a quick escape to simpler times.

© Simple but engaging play. Four games in one Pak. Battery

backed-up memory.

© Highly repetitive. Not very sophisticated compared to most other

Nintendo Game Boy titles.

Formula One racing reruns on Game Boy.

Ubi Soft's formula one racer

for Game Boy is back on the

road. What you'll discover is

a challenging race with sev-

eral realistic features. In addi-

tion to racing against great

drivers such as Andretti and

Mansell, you'll find yourself

on international tracks with terrain, racing in cars with a vari-

ety of famous, brand name equipment. You must qualify to

race in the Grand Prix mode, but you can race just for fun or

for the best time on any of the 1 7 tracks. Up to four players can

play in the unlikely event that you have four Pole Positions,

four Game Boys, and a four-player adapter to link them all.

Good features and several modes. Passwords.

t, requires very fast times.Qualifying, even for the first ev

I (Not a casual racer.)

•

fPfOS "PICRS
~~

|f you ij^ (he 5ame types Qf games

0 Scott-Sports, Simulations, Adventure

CB Henry-Fighting, Action, Sports

our pro players, then check for his or her seal of approval.

fn Terry-RPGs, Simulations, Puzzles

Paul-Fighting, Sports, Simulations,

(23 Dan-Action, Adventure, Puzzles 19 Leslie-RPGs, Simulations, Adventure

Power Meter
The Power Meter ratings

are derived from pro eval-

uations using a five point

scale with five being the

highest score possible for

a category.

CCDO PaMriOS II These Entertainment Software Ratings Board
WlxP'HUlUigj.l

jcons fgflgQ appropriate ages for players. To— n.uns reflect appropriate ages for players. To

contact the ESRB regrading the rating system, call 1 -800-771 -3772.

^ar*y
|r£\|

kids to fiSR Teen |P5Fj Adult

©gl Childhood |\g^| Adults DA. Lg (18+)

3

Mature F^?j Games that were released prior to the

(1 7+) |flp| commencement ofthe ratings system an

designated N-R.
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Ke" Criffe y's Winning Run. I low many Home Runs can
you hit in the Home Run Derby BEFORt you get your

hrst “ul - Sn,l f> •' photo oi your favorite bailer alter you

earn your first out. then send it in to the Arena. Of
course, you could bend the rules a little and keep swing-

ing, but don't mail a photo with more than one out! The top twenty-five sluggers will strut from

the ballpark with four Super Power Stamps and the respect and admiration of the masses.

CHALLENGE #2

It's race day, fans, and this month the Wave Race 64 cir-

^ns'aiurfnf^rp-'fHe plab'd^wSfers of Drake Lake. Set

your lap count to three on the Options Menu and fill out

your environmental impact statement. By now everyone

knows about the turbo start trick, right? If you're scratch-

ing your sunburned head, check out tip #35 of the N64 Power Tips insert in the January Bonus
issue. The top twenty-five fastest times glide away with four Super Power Stamps.

CHALLENGE #3
SUPER MARIO 64

Vqu probably knew tfiafTick Tock Cloojfon the third floor of the

castle is packed fullfJSf coins and trouble, but did you ever stop

the clock to thinkabout how mal^coins you could find among

the gears and gizmos inside? It might be easier if yomtould keep

the gears from4urning lr out hrfo to stofSflj,

check out this month's Counselors' Corner, then make like a Mario mouse and run up the clock to see

how many coins y^c'an colieSri nPmst twenty-five coin collectors pocket four Super Power Stamps.

Are you ready for a treat? Match the fouled up foods with the correct game clue. This quiz is just for

fun. Look for the answers in next month's Arena.

A . Mario dreams about it in his sleep.

B . Fastest growing crop in Harvest Moon.

C . The troops at Zenan Bridge need it.

D. Hylian witches breW it to make powerful potions.

E . Yoshi spits it at foes.

F . EarthBound's most expensive meal.

G. Boshi is always willing to race for it.

Nibbla gets mad if he eats it.

— Cookie

— Magic Mushroom

— Brain Food Lunch

— Jerky

— Radish

— Green Watermelon

— Lurchin

Ravioli
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MCMXCYII
YOSHI'S ISLAND Jeff Derrenberger Fishers, IN

f 100% scores in all 5

Chris Aagaard

lason Antoine

iix worlds (Volume 87)

Wichita, KS

Reedsbure. Wl

Brandon Prall

Mike Seow

Joel Truman

Olympia, WA
Schomberg, ON
Grand Rapids, Ml

Ryan Barrett Middlelown, OH Chip Webster

Andrew Beckett Sheboygan, Wl Steve Barnes Bellingham, WA

Brandyn Bonbrake Lemoore, CA Steve Derr West Newton, PA

Harry Brammer Brookfield, Wl Telly Lee. Lincoln, MA

Brian Campbell Lindale, TX GregPituch Aurora, OH

(esse Chase Battle Ground, WA Derek Taylor -Solon, OH

Samuel Cooper Quebec City, PQ JacksonWood Beaumont, CA

Ryan Cunningham Redmond, WA Paul Carlson New Hope, hiN

Kai Dessecker Strasburg, OH Kevin Hagerman Highland, CA

Hal Dworkis Bronx, Njfa^j Wj Ben Reed Tucson, AZ

Ryan Fisher Darien, Wl Chris Toyzan Marshall, Ml

James.Hague Las Vegas, NV Paul Kucher Saginaw, MF

Travis Harper Redwood Valley, CA Trevor Porter Wiarton, ON

Derrick Indialanlic, FL

Flermansdorfer

Ben Matson Greeley, CO
Alex Morrow Irvine, CA

.10 Brian Sulisz

3.20 Raghav Reddy

Brosseile, Ml

Morganton, NC

|ason Flird

Chris Flunter

Richie Johnson

)osh Kaminsky

Israel Knight

Robert Landa

Timmy Lee

Andy Long

Nicholas Marston

Rusty Moyher

Vincent Niou

Brad Parrack

Brian Rechtsteiner

Sean Rohhins

Billy Rozell

Aaron Schnabel

David Sentz

Dustin Sikora

Galen Smith

Kenny Sundberg

Paul Tremiti

Bryan Wagner

J.J. Whisler

Eric Wu
Kwok Yuen

PILOTWINGS 64
Turned the corner in the ice cave with the

Hang Glider and lived to take a picture!

(Volume 90)

3.30 Ryan Acosta Longwood, FL

3.30 Ryan Fischer Fishers, IN

3.30

SUPER MARIO 64
151 stars in Big Boo's Haunt (Volume 92)..

MEGA MAN X3
Completed the Blast Hornet Stage first

(Volume. 88)

Grafton, VA

Massillon, OH
Mt. Morris, NYgg
Satellite Beach, FL

Sparta, NJ

Shavertown, PA

Gleneden Beach, OR
Troy, Ml

League City, TX

Todd Anderson

Patrick Brady £

Tomas Casal i'

Logan Chefren J

v ’Ryan Cloyd A •

Christopher Davies

Adam Gallucci

Mike Herman

John Hershberger

Steven Isaacson

Stephen King III

Alex Long

BJ Miller

Anthony Neshewat

Mark Shaw

Jesse Shingleton

Bobby Sollars

Charies Steinkraus

Dearborn, Ml

Edison, NJ

Miami, FL

Farmington, WV
Fort Collins, CO
Toledo, OH.;

Portland, OR
Mission Viejo,.CA
Astoria, NY1

. San Jose, CA
Suquamish, WA
Middletown, OH
Grantsville, MD
Yonkers, NY
San Jose, CA
St. Marys, WV
St Joseph, MO

David Ascoli

Jacob Benrud

Ricky Bogatek

Bill Bowen

Pat Britton

Ben Burnett

Andrew Burton

Eddie Cassidy

Bristol, Rl

Ridgecrest, CA
Onalaska, Wl &

, Nobleton, ON
\Neponset, IL

take Orion, Ml

West Chester, OH
Seattle, WA
Coral Springs, FL

Michael & Kenny Chang Orange, CA

Ryan Cloyd

Jonathan Coumoyer

Steven Dennis

SUM l<

:
ji \RIO 6f

Fastest Time on the Princess^Secret Slide Tony-Zas

(Volume 91

)

Kyle Bradfield

Mike Higbee

Mike Randall

Mike Vollmer

Bakersfield,|CA

Port Townsend, WA
Allen Park, Ml

Great Bend, NY
Phillip Weiand Beaverton, OR
Geoff Archer Pembro^^t^^^^P 0

Klint Bagger Allen Park, Ml

Mike Brodie Kitchener, ON

Shawn Fogarty

Pascal Lemieux

Daniel Llamas

Brian Jaworski

Michael Johnson

James Kan

Ryan Kozar

Jacques Lamarche

Ryan Hayes

Jamall Hughes

John Montgomery

Adam Pallesen

Adam Phillips

KIRBY'S SUP^SmF| A
h

daS°
iner

DELUXE-. John scott

Best Times for Gran Prix Mode in -
-Chris. Sibeni

Daniel Townsend

Michael Truong

Tung Vu-

Tommy Wong

Atlanta, TX

Northridge, CA

Los Angeles, CA
Westminster, CA

San Francisco, CA
Lubbock, TX

Barnevcld, NY
Fort Collins, CO

LBelveil, PQ
'’Gibbon Glade, PA

CKmtmons, NC
North Brookfield, M.

St. Antoine, PQ
Van Nuys, CA

Rqtl Bank, NJ

Weatherford, TX

Brampton, ON
Aurora, OH
Huntington, NY
St. Hubert, PQ
Dayton, OH

\fellejo, CA
West Palm Beach, FL

Newton, NC
lle-Bizard, PQ
Mississauga, ON
Gimli, MB

__ ^ Manhasset Hills, NY
Gourmet Race (Volume 88)

j Mike and Ian Sutherland Madison, NJ

3.00 Jamie Freedman Ann Arbor, Ml 1 57.50 chad Thompson Channahon, IL

3.00 Michael Clarke Sepulveda, CA 1 :57.68 Bryce Vandenboom Manitowoc, Wl

3.00 loel Weik Wolcott, CT ! 58.78 Florence Vatavuk North Olmsted, OH

3m
Write your name, address and Member Number on

the back of your photo. Challenges in this issue

must be received no later than May 10, 1997. The
top qualifiers receive Super Power Stamps.

Include your Super NES or N64 in fflRhoto of your

high score. Dim the lights and then take a few pho-

tos without a flash. If you're taking a photo of a

Game Boy, place it or » «= .h

’ Address entries to:

POWER PLAYERS' ARENA
P.O.BOX 97033
REDMOND, WA 98073-9733

ENTER THE ARENA



If you're looking for April Fools,

don't look here. All the news

from around the world on N64
development passes through

Pak Watch first. No fooling.

This month, we take a further

peek at Yoshi's Island 64 and

Star Fox 64, and we have a spe-

cial report on Kemco's Top Gear

Rally. As for Super NES players,

keep your systems plugged

because Lost Vikings II is on the way.





W/ TOP GEAR
/ RALLY LOOKS \
LIKE THE BEST RACER
sJM THE WORKS FOR/

THE N64 ym

Kemco. We returned with, an appreciation for the

work being done at Boss and itching for the completion

of Top Geai"-;:jRally. This month, Pak Watch introduces the

Exclusive Focus feature—our yvay of bringing .you more in-depth

coverage of N64 development and the people on the cutting

W Having visited Boss before, we knew to expect wildlife in the

office. The per capita number of pets, particularly reptiles,

inhabiting Boss probably keeps the local mouse merchant in

business, and we're not talking computer peripherals Jiere. But

"we weren't expecting giant spiders like throne- that dropped on

.our heads when we entered the office of Colin Gordon, Boss's

Although there are just four courses, each o
faces during the game, including races in

Some of the special effects being develonffi

drama to these conditions. We marveletEUT

being used, which become evident in the he,

at night or in the bright sunshine. AlthMlgb ft

a subtle touch,'they add a

distinct measure of reality

that make surfaces look Sag’Si^j

metallic or glassy. Subtle jg
shading is used in the texrjj

tures on the cars therajjfl JMr
selves by Gabriel Garcia, m ft QQ
Boss's talented polygon

V ^

happens," joked the affable

Gordon. Like that of many

game development compa-

nies, The atmosphere inHhe
’

office suite occupied by

Boss is laid-back, and a bit

cluttered, keeping a neat

desk is not a ‘ priority;

pushing' for game excel-

lence is . Rob Povey, Boss's

Technical Director and dri-

ving force behind the Top Gear 'Rally Project, demands the best

from, his team and, fortunately for everyone involved, gets it. "I

ngyer thought I'd be doing a facing game," Rob told us,

"which

1 04mph

strange because I love driving.'' We hedrd

a story abtiut Rob's driving that we won't get into

Here, but he clearly knows the territory—from the

technical side of dealing with a sophisticated com-

putet' system such as'the N64 to the creative side of.

knowing how to make games. "Control and a sense of

speed are vital," he explained: "In Top Gear Rally;we
are concentrating on a very realistic physics model.

You'll be able to feel the road, and play control will

change .on different road surfaces, such as pavement

or snow." "

In other reptile-infested parts of the Boss office,

the emphasis is on the visual -reality of the game.

Brian Sostrom, Top Gear Rally's lead artist, has creat-

ed realistic, seamless textures for use on the polygo-

nal landscape. The tracks were designed by Kemco's

in-house.developers in Japan, then sent to Boss where

Brian was in charge, of implementing the design.

Brian Sostrom
lead artist

Gabriel Garcia
3-D modeler

Brian Fehdrau
lead programmer



the car, and there's a real ^
sense of speed. There I

were also some pretty I

interesting bugs, which is I

typical of., games when I

they are first pieced I

together. In the case of I

Rally, we were amazed by

seeing cars fty hover, and

drive up along the steel H
girders of a bridge or H|
straight through a canyon I

wall. Of course, all of I -

' these bugs will be I

squashed by the tittle the I

game is released. As for
(

the courses themsejffes, -

—

each one has a general -

terrain theme such as- the

desert, the mountains, the

seashore and the

but the terrain variaBal--.

widely along each road^J
We ha'd Gabriel estimate;!!

the actual distance of the 'ij| _

courses to be between IH
N. four and five miles. It wnH
Ba, of three minutes to

4mph

modeler. Using as-few

I
~| - some of the models

pp':"—

^

^
might tend to make

as !' sharp edges, but

|| .
jP Gabriel uses shaded

v textures to make the

flat panels look round

or curved. Gabriel had his hands full researching sotrie of the

cars.‘One Porsche was so rare that he was able to find only a sin-

gle photograph of the -vehicle by searching through countless

books, magazines and the 'World Wide Web. Eventually, he a

found a car collector in Colorado who provided a good Jflk
photograph.

Rally will include nine cars and two secret vehi- /y/

cles, which we are sworn not to reveal. (But, jakHLL^a
believe us, they are both unexpected.) In the

Japanese version of the game, six of the cars

will be completely new. One of the codlest

extras . in Top Gear Rally will be the custom car

choices that you can make and -then save with a

Irivers in the neighborhood

te one lap, and each race

S
Slayer Grand Prix

e of three cars in

ch circuit consist-

f- the' four tracks,

re hotter cars and

fob promises that

computer. "I real-

r Subsequent circuit

more Al for the-oppora
r

there won't be any eheatir

ly hate it when

rs appear out of L
nowhere and get in

colors of panels on the front of you. In this O
car, /but logos, 'as well. game, if you drive well,

(There's one logo that you'll tvin." No matter

Power readers will how skillful' you are, /
instantly recognize.) however, it might be

And that's just the difficult to get ahead
! 'j?*.

omize'the engines, tires, and stay ahead with a

tup and degree of Analog field of 11 cars competing on narrow, wii^K

course also features several differ!

the weather conditions wijl^ furi

driving conditions. All in all. Top c

/ j\A V
0-5S-233

(iJ<e ,hc bcs, ra» er jn ,he wor|<,

lam '3
Kemco should release this one by

VOLUME 9\
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THE LOST ¥ IKINGS IM

I
magineer s King of

Pro Baseball has g^gg^— £

though it isn't currently

scheduled for release in North ^
.

America, we thought you might

like to take a look. Affectionately

known as Big Head Baseball here j-
at Nintendo, the game has a - 4 ip # \Jr E
familiar, arcade-cartoon feel, but

it delivers serious baseball in 3-D and includes the official teams

from Japan's Professional Baseball League. At the plate, you can

move your swing zone around to make solid contact on any

strike. From the mound, your pitchers hurl a repertoire of fast-

balls, curves and other pitches into a strike zone that shows up

over the plate. Talk about control. Out in the field, fly balls drop

into a white circle that turns

red if your defensive player

moves within catching range.

It's very graphical

and intuitive.

But perhaps the

ftak'Mf; coolest part of

rr i,|J K'ns °f p™

'

s f^e

animation. The

p.
|

game switches

jCT;/ camera views

\V» aH t° show your

I'

large-headed
players making

,he P laY in dra‘

matic close-ups

while the voice-over enthusi-

astically calls the action,

although in Japanese. The ani-

mation really picks up when

you screw up. For example,

some players turn into ice

when they strike out. We've

had a lot of fun with this game

here at Power, and we hope

the game makes it to the

West in an English version.

I
t's taken a long time, but Interplay's funny,

funky Norsemen have returned to grace the

Super NES with another puzzling adven-

ture. The Lost Vikings II proves that you

don't need 64-bits to have fun if you have cre-

ative developers. In the original Lost Vikings, Eric the

Swift, Baleog the Fierce and Olaf the Stout teamed up

to bumble their way through some devilishly clever

side-scrolling stages. The trick to playing the Vikings is

to use each of the character's skills to progress through

various puzzles and traps. You can switch from one

Viking to another, move them along to where their

skills are needed, then move another Viking. In the new

adventure, our three hearty heroes are joined by two

new companions who add their own skills to the mix.

One is Scorch the magic dragon, who would like to see

the sea. (Ho, ho.) The other is a werewolf named Fang.

With thirty-one stages in five worlds to conquer, not to

mention constant jokes, pratfalls and gags. The Lost

Vikings II will make you keep your Super NES plugged

in for a long time to come. Next month, Power will fea-

ture in-depth game play strategies for the video Vikings.

(SB NINTENDO POWER



PUBLISHER/DEVELOPER - Ocean of America

MEMORY SIZE - 64 Megabits

LEVELS - 6 Missions

SPECIAL — Wearing disguises and impersonating characters

PERSPECTIVE — Multiple camera views including

rooming Mouse-cam

kitsi
dsgaa

fw
V iH

F
or all you fantasy fans who are dying for some

immersive action, welcome to Hexen from GT
Interactive. This faithful port from the original

Windows 95 game from id Software (designed by

Raven Software) features magic and weapon play in a

first-person. Gothic environment. But what really sets Hexen
—v - apart from Doom 64 and Turok is

sgim the four-player modes. Using war-

riors, mages or clerics, you can

Mg 5 work together with three buddies

on a cooperative adventure that is

5® almost a live role-playing experi-

.
ence, or you can show your disdain

for them and engage them in hand-to-hand combat. You can

walk, you can run and you can fly, but the Serpent Riders

make sure that you cannot hide. For players who enjoy spell

casting more than commando action, Hexen may prove to be

a breath of fresh air.
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POWER SOURCE
SWITCH
After two years of double-duty, Nintendo Power Source is

moving exclusively to the World Wide Web and closing

down its site on America Online. "It just makes more sense

to put everything in one place," said Geoff Rainville, who

heads up Nintendo's on-line presence. Recent improve-

ments in the capabilities of the Internet will allow Power

i
Source to continue all of its popular events, hosted chat

forums, contests and

other interactive activi-

ties. It should also speed

up the process of putting

new materials on the site

since only one version

has to be made. And in

the future, the Web is where innovation will happen first,

bringing you more graphics, sound and interactivity. If

you're looking for Nintendo Power Source on the Web,

head to the following address: WWW.NINTENDO.COM.
We'll see you there.

KEMCO EXTREME
Kemco is so happy with the work done by Boss Studios on

Top Gear Rally (see the Top Gear Rally special feature on

the previous page) that they have signed them up for the

next project, an N64 Snowboarding game. Although it's too

early to give details about this game, Kemco wants it to

reflect the extreme feel of the sport. Oliver Miyashita,

Marketing Manager of Kemco here in the United States, told

your Pak Patrol that the game could be finished as early as

next winter. Talk about living on the edge.

{paradigm
TAKES FLIGHT
In January we reported on Sonic Wings Assault, a unique

fighter game in the works at Paradigm Entertainment—the

same folks who worked with Mr. Miyamoto on Pilotwings

64. That game is now headed to North America thanks to

publisher. Me O'River, and the North American version is

being called Aerofighter Assault. Paradigm's experience

with military simulations gives it the knowledge to recreate

some of the hottest fighter jets in the world for this game.

Players will scream at supersonic speeds in both U.S. and

Russian planes. But Paradigm has learned that sims aren't

necessarily the same thing as games, so they've taken a page

out of Japanese monster movies and added a twist to

Aerofighters. The action takes place in the future—a future

in which giant monsters menace humanity. Your job as an

ace aerofighter is to bomb and strafe the brutes. It may not

be original, but the combination of realistic flight sim action

with fantastic monsters could be a winner.

® NINTENDO POWER

MORE GAME BOY
CLASSICS
Game Boy games never die, they just become classics and

are rereleased at special prices. That seems to be the work-

ing theory at several publishers, including Interplay, Namco,

SunSoft and Black Pearl. The latest returnees include the

entire Fun Pak series from Interplay, including Casino Fun

Pak and Solitaire Fun Pak. Each Fun Pak game contains sev-

eral classic games, so you get a lot for your money. Namco's

popular Pac-Man and Ms. Pac-Man will return to the stores

this spring, as well. Black Pearl will rerelease Super Star

Wars: Return of the Jedi and Toy Story. At SunSoft, the word

is that Daffy Duck, Looney Tunes, Speedy Gonzalez and

Taz-Mania will all make return appearances.

FREAK BOY LIVES?
We have heard officially that Freak Boy from Virgin

Interactive has taken on a new life. During the on-again, off-

again lifetime of this project, Freak Boy has moved from

being a sort of action puzzle game to a shooter and now

back again to the action puzzle realm. The project leader,

Mark Kelly, is very excited about the renewed direction of

the game. He explained that the game will feature a unique

puzzle strategy in which your character uses a wide assort-

ment of tools or items on three body zones: head, torso and

legs. The success of your strategy, or how you use the tools,

will determine whether or not you move on to the next

area. The goal in the game is to collect 40 orbs in several

very alien worlds. Mark described the nature of each world

as being based on some phenomenon, such as light, energy

or motion. The nature of these worlds is reflected in the

puzzles that you must solve. For instance, in the light world,

you might enter an area in which the enemies are attracted

to light. If you have the right tool, say a flashlight, you can

use it as a decoy to draw the baddies away from where you

want to go. Mark promised to give Pak Watch the first

exclusive pictures of the revamped Freak Boy as soon as

possible. (He also said that the pictures appearing in various

publications claiming to be Freak Boy are actually from a

very old demo that has little in common with the new game,

which just goes to prove that you should never believe any-

thing unless you see it in Pak Watch.) Apparently, Virgin

considers Freak Boy to be one of its potentially biggest hits

for the end of the year. We hope to take an early look at this

enigmatic game sometime in the next few weeks. We'll let

you know what we see.

MIDWAY GEARS UP
Midway Home Entertainment continues to be the Dream

Team member with the most dreams, and the most titles for

the N64 currently in the works. The latest games said to be

underway at Midway's Atari Games development house



include arcade racing hit San Francisco Rush and 3-D fighter,

Mace. Both games will be developed by the same group that

put together Wayne Gretzky's 3-D Hockey. Early reports from

Midway claim that both games are visually stunning. Work will

continue through the summer for an expected release date

sometime before the end of the year.

Elsewhere in the Midway fold, work continues on Robotron

X and WarGods. We hope to have some new screen shots of

both games within the next month, so stay tuned. If all goes

smoothly, you could be playing these games sometime over the

summer. We have also heard that work probably won't begin

on Joust X until Robotron X is finished. Perhaps even bigger

news is that Midway plans to make an N64 version of Mortal

Kombat Mythologies—a side-scrolling action game starring

Sub-Zero and utilizing 3-D backgrounds and live areas. A new

3-D fighting game called BioFreaks has been approved at

Midway, as well. The concept is that, in a posl-apocalyptic

world, tribes have created bionically enhanced champions

who fight to settle the disputes of the tribes.

N64 FINAL
What else is happening in the world of the N64? Lots. Here's

just a taste. Konami has decided to push ahead with a version

of J League Perfect Striker for the North American market. In

Japan, the highly acclaimed

soccer game has shown just

how realistic sports video

games can be. Konami's U.S.

subsidiary has just been wait-

ing for the green light to bring

the game across the Pacific.

We have further word that

Konami will develop a second N64 game for the U.S. and

Canada using their in-house development group in Illinois.

Acclaim's plans for the N64 keep expanding. The most

recent titles to be put forth as possible N64 games include Jam

Extreme and Magic: The Gathering. Jam Extreme would be

based on the NBA Jam license, while Magic would be an elec-

tronic version of the popular trading card game from Wizards

of the Coast. Both games are tentatively scheduled for release

in 1988.

At Ocean, in addition to Mission: Impossible and Space

Circus, we have heard that a third game may soon be under-

way in the U.K. We don't have any specs yet on Ultra Chopper,

but the group that will design the game has previously created

some stunning flight sims.

Finally, from GT Interactive, it seems that Duke Nukem 3-D

is back on track. It was considered DOA for a while because of

the mature nature of the PC version. The idea now is to make

significant changes to the N64 Duke Nukem, changes that

should make for a more involving game. Play in the current

Duke Nukem game leans heavily to the shooter side of action

games. GT Interactive has proposed that the N64 game

include a wider scope of activities, making it more of an adven-

ture. It may not be as racy as the PC game, but it should be

more fun.

BRUNSWICK’S
WORLD TOURNAMENT OF CHAMPIONS SUMMER '97

THE LOST VIKINGS II SPRING ’97

TIMON & PUMBAA SUMMER ’97

HERCULES SPRING ’97

KEN GRIFFEY JR. PRESENTS MLB SPRING '97

VOLUME 95 0



Your journey through the dark corridors

beneath Phobos continues. The May
issue has your complete recon kit for

the deepest and deadliest labyrinths in

Doom 64.

Fox McOPutLand his Arwing team are back on

the flight line. rTObatJng for a new adventure.

Catch a sneak peek at thflBI^jaleyelopments on

Star Fox 64!

NINTENDO POWERYou might have saved the earth from a

nuclear nightmare in the early levels of

Blast Corps> but do you have what it takes

to finish the job? Next month, catch

1 4 pages of the most destructive tips for

the most explosive stages in the game!

The 1 996 Power Awards are nearly here! The

May issue has the complete story on which

titles scored big in the recent player's poll.



BACK ISSUES

Volume 76 (Sep. *95): Killer Instinct, Doom, Red Alarm,YB

Volume 77 (Oct. '95):SuperMario World 2: Ybshi’s Island.
Batman ForeverPrimal Race,AAAI II I”RealMonsters, Mega
Man 7, Vertical Eoree, PanicBombcr, Aladdjn (CB), Civilization,
Secret ofEvermore, Super MarioRPG preview.Spoi ls Scene.
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


